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T avoitteet

Tutkielman alkuosan tavoitteena on selvittää, miten lainanvälittäjät 
toimivat, mitä lainsäädäntöä niihin käytetään, ja mitkä olisivat mah
dolliset implikaatiot Suomessa. Tutkielman jälkimmäisen osan ta
voitteena on selvittää Suomeen perustettavan lainanvälittäjän kan
nattavuus mahdollisimman realistisesti ja soveltaa alkuosassa esil
le tulleita asioita. Kaikki edellämainittu tähtää lainanvälittäjien tar
kasteluun instituutiona; kuinka esimerkiksi pankkien pitäisi mahdol
lisiin tulokkaisiin suhtautua, ja mitä hyötyä niistä olisi.

Tutkimustapa ja aineisto

Tutkimus perustuu monelta osin eri alojen henkilöiden haastatte
luihin ja monesta eri lähteestä kerättyjen tietojen yhdistämiseen. 
Tutkielman teoreettisessa osassa luodaan tiedollinen perusta lai
nanvälittäjien käytännön toimintaan, niitä koskevaan lainsäädän
töön sekä internetin ja euron mukanaan tuomiin uusiin mahdolli
suuksiin. Empiirinen osa on käytännössä valmis liiketoimintasuun
nitelma, joka pääasiassa selvittää Suomeen perustettavan lainan
välittäjän mahdollisuuksia kannattavaan toimintaan perusteellisten 
ja mahdollisimman realististen kannattavuuslaskelmien avulla.

Tulokset

Rahoitusalan instituutioksi lainanvälittäjiä säädellään Euroopassa 
vielä melko väljästi - Yhdysvalloissa on niitä varten oma lainsää
däntönsä. Suomeen perustettava lainanvälittäjä olisi kohtuullisella 
rahoituksella kannattava jopa alle vuodessa perustamisestaan, mi
käli tavoitteena on noin 2-3 prosentin markkinaosuus luottojen aloi
tuksista viiden vuoden tähtäimellä. Rahoitustarkastus tai mikään 
muukaan valtion instanssi ei näe syytä estää välittämisen aloitta
mista Suomessa. Välittäjistä on selvästi enemmän hyötyä kuin hait
taa - niin lainanantajalle, lainanottajalle kuin koko yhteiskunnalle.

Avainsanat

lainanvälittäjä, loan, mortgage, mortgage broker, credit intermedi
ary
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Goals of the study

For the first part of the study, the aim is to find out, how mortgage 
brokers operate, what kind of legislation is used to control them, 
and what the possible implications would be in Finland. The second 
part targets to research the profitability aspects of a Finnish 
mortgage broker and to use the information from the first part in 
practice. The principal goal of all this is to study mortgage brokers 
as an institution; how should the banks take the possible entrants, 
and would brokers be beneficial to us.

Research methods and material

The study is mainly based on interviews of different professionals 
and includes lots of combined information from different sources. In 
the theoretical part, the practices and legislation of mortgage 
brokers are studied as well as the possibilities created by euro and 
the internet. The empirical part is in practice a complete business 
plan, which includes thorough and rigorous profitability calculations 
to find out, if a mortgage brokerage could be profitable in Finland.

Results

In Europe, mortgage brokers are not yet regulated separately - as 
the case is in United States. With reasonable funding resources, a 
Finnish startup mortgage brokerage could become profitable even 
in less than a year, if the goal was to have 2-3 percent of total loan 
originations in five years time. Finnish Financial Supervision or any 
other government instance do not see any obstacles to starting a 
brokerage in Finland. Mortgage brokers are clearly a beneficial 
institution - to lenders, to borrowers as well as to the whole society.
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ary
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1. Introduction

Banks have traditionally dominated the residential loan business in Finland. In 
fact, there are only two loan institutions totally independent from banks: 

Suomen Hypoteekkiyhdistys and Kuntien Asuntoluotto Oy. The loan custom

ers have applied credit institutions for loan offers and chosen the one they 
think is the best. There have traditionally been no intermediaries, probably 

because of the legislation and the short time since the liberation of the finance 

system in the 1980's.

Until recently, a home loan was always a contract between the individual cus

tomer (borrower) and the credit institution (lender). The lender agreed to lend 

money to the borrower and kept the house as collateral until the loan was fully 

paid back with interest. The margin between the borrowing and the lending 

rate had to cover both the expenses of the credit institution and the risk of the 

customer to default.

Some years ago new kind of intermediaries came to the American and Euro

pean loan markets; these institutions specialize in the origination process of 

residential and/or commercial mortgages and loans. They act as advisors and 
contractors in the market, providing consumers with effective methods to find 

and choose a loan that best suits their specific needs. For the lenders the 

brokers do the “dirty work" of the application process, financial and credit wor

thiness investigation and disclosure requirements. Sometimes they even act 

as bankers, funding and/or underwriting the loan. These institutions are called 

mortgage brokers.

1.1 The definition of “mortgage broker"

A mortgage broker is an individual professional, an association or a company 

that acts as an intermediary between the lender and the borrower in real es

tate or corporate financing. The broker helps the borrower to find a suitable 

mortgage and originates it for the lender to accept it. The broker is an inde

pendent contractor, that either takes a fee for its service or takes an interest
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rate spread, or both. Normally the broker has no banking activities, but there 
are exceptions from this rule (mortgage correspondents). A mortgage broker 

originates mainly residential (and commercial) mortgages, but in this paper 

the term is also used for the brokers that originate residential loans (e.g. loans 

which are not attached to the property but are personal). This is done, be
cause the term “mortgage broker” is used for both of these instances in the 

English-speaking world, and you can get both mortgages and loans in 

Finland. In British law text, a term "credit-broker" is also used in the same 

sense (Consumer Credit Act 1999).

It is important to notice, that mortgage brokers are originally an Anglo- 

American institution. The banking legislation and the common practice in the 

United Kingdom, in the United States and in Canada (where the brokers were 

first founded) is somewhat different from Finland, so the theory and the meth

ods of mortgage brokers can not be directly adapted to countries, which have 

a more “European" banking and legislative system, like Finland. United King

dom being a member of the European Union, British business practices can 

partly be adapted to Finland, but the overall harmonization of banking regula

tions in the EU area is still to be done.

1.2 The purpose and contribution of this study

There are currently no operating mortgage or loan or mortgage brokers in 

Finland. This kind of intermediaries could, however, be beneficial both to the 

customers and to the lenders - not to mention owners. Mortgage brokers 

could even benefit the whole community. The purpose of this study is to find 

out, if a business like this could be legally and profitably possible in Finland. 

We take a look, how this kind of a new institution would change the credit 

markets, and what would the possible implications in Finland be. The risks 

and conventional problems, like retailing, are also being discussed. Because 
Finland is a small country with small loan markets, the emerging possibilities 

created by the euro-zone and the internet are thoroughly studied.
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Mortgage brokers are a major institution in the United States and Canada. 

Also the European mortgage brokerage sector is growing fast, and sooner or 

later there will be brokers in Finland also. This paper takes a Finnish point of 
view and finds out the entry prospects of a broker to our loan market. Little 

special features of the Finnish (and EU) legislation have to be taken into ac
count, as well as the demographic qualities. A rigorous business plan is de
vised to test the profitability of mortgage brokering in Finland. The conclusions 

can be beneficial both to brokers that try to enter the Finnish loan market and 

to the Finnish loan institutions that have to adapt themselves to the possible 

new market intermediaries. The legislators may find this study interesting from 

their point of view, if they later see a need for specific regulations.

1.3 Previous studies, material used in the study

Mortgage brokers have profoundly changed the credit markets, wherever they 

have emerged. Despite this fact finding material and previous studies for this 

paper has been exceptionally hard, because only few people have made 

thorough scientific research from the subject. Because of the lack of printed 

sources on the ground of Finland, the internet has been a valuable source of 

information; material has been gathered for example from the European Cen

tral Bank, European Mortgage Federation, National Association of Mortgage 

Brokers (U.S.) and from mortgage brokers themselves. Most references, 

however, are from British and American newspapers - many of the articles 

being written by mortgage brokers.

Some of the local points concerning legislation and regulation will be based 

on interviews with employees of the Finnish Financial Supervision (Rata), 

Suomen Pankkiyhdistys, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Justice and people in 

the Finnish loan market, because they have the clearest view and best knowl

edge of the market situation here in Finland. Especially Katri Nuotio from the 

Ministry of Environment helped to study the Finnish and EU legislation.
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2. Advantages of having mortgage brokers in the market

One could think that mortgage brokers are just middlemen and things would 

go smoother and cheaper without them. That is however not the case in prac
tice - there are clear advantages for having and using mortgage brokers. The 

most important single benefit is that mortgage brokers bring significant cost 

savings both to borrowers and to lenders. Best of all, everyone seems to 
benefit from their profession, either directly or indirectly. Hardly any disadvan

tages come to mind.

2.1 Advantages for the lender

The default risk was one of the main reasons, why banks got into a deep cri

sis during the depression years in the beginning of the 1990’s. The banks had 

offered mortgages with too loose principles and too small securities. Loan 

losses grew to an extent that the governments in many countries had to take 

radical actions to save the ailing banks. Thorough credit check and better se

curity was the keyword, when the banks were trying to figure out ways to 

minimize the risk of their loan portfolios. Staff cuts - though - are limiting the 

resources to better investigate and value the loan applications.

One increasingly popular solution to this kind of problems is to outsource the 

loan originating operations by using the services of mortgage brokers. The 

bank saves money, because overheads are much smaller and it does not 

have to adjust to variations in demand. Since mortgage brokers do the origi

nation work, the bank (orany lender) does not have to prepare the deals, just 

to put the papers through the adjudication channel. These days the loan ap

plication and credit check processes have been digitized and standardized, 

which also saves time. If the bank wants more market share, it can be effec

tively arranged by giving slightly better terms - the network of mortgage bro

kers will bring the message through to customers. It would be very hard to 

achieve same volumes in other ways, such as advertising (Mortgage Market 

Trends, 1/1998).
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A mortgage broker is an expert at valuing risk, because otherwise he/she 

would very soon be out of the competition (for example, according to the Na

tional Association of Mortgage Brokers newsletter, there are about 20 000 
mortgage broker operations in the US alone). Nowadays brokers even use 

automatic property valuation (APV) software to ensure a stable and limited 

risk profile for the loans originated (Ross & Nattagh, 1996). That is why the 

lending organizations, banks or mortgage wholesalers, can give brokers re

sponsibility for the risk measuring and the originating paperwork. They are 

willing to pay for this service, because they save in operative expenses. As 

the brokers do the paperwork, even the lunchtime lines get shorter, which 

leads to increased customer satisfaction.

2.2 Advantages for the borrower

An individual borrower has limited possibilities and resources to investigate 

the different possibilities and aspects of his/her loan. Comparing differentially 

formulated loan packages and fees is hard enough in a small market like 

Finland - not to mention Germany or USA with hundreds or thousands of 

choices. As people today are more educated and sophisticated, they value 

their time more; by letting the mortgage broker do the “shopping”, people save 
time and money (Mortgage Market Trends, 1998, 2). To put this in a theoreti

cal framework, mortgage brokers decrease both transaction costs and infor

mation costs of borrowers and lenders (Auernheimer & Ekelund 1981). In fact, 

transaction costs are the reason for the existence of financial intermediaries in 

general (Benston & Smith, 1976).

Mortgage brokers increase the efficiency and competition in the home loan 

market, which leads to better terms and cheaper loans for the customers. For 

example, in the United States alone there were approximately 20 000 mort

gage brokerage operations that originated over half of the residential loans in 

the nation in 1996 (NAMB Brochure) - by 1998 the share had grown to 70 

percent (California Mortgage Press, August 1999); an ideal growing ground 

for healthy competition. In the United Kingdom the share from the total origi

nations is big as well - about two thirds (The Daily Telegraph Feb 6, 1999).
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The borrowers may also have access to the kind of loan packages they 

thought nowhere exists. First of all, the mortgage brokers have connections to 

dozens of banks and know all the little details and advantages of every option. 
The customer saves time and effort and does not necessarily have to pay 

anything for the service (a nominal fee at most, because brokers live from the 

interest rate spread and finders’ fees). Secondly, the lenders try to separate 

themselves from the others in this “net of perfect knowledge” by innovating 

new kind of loan packages and terms. These new innovations include loans 

and terms like:

Flexible fixed-rate repayments: The borrower can, for example, re

pay the loan at fixed rate over any term from five to 15 years (intro

duced by FirstMortgage, UK) (The Guardian Jan 21,1999).

Endowment mortgages: The monthly repayments cover only the in

terest; the capital is paid off by monthly contributions to an investment 

package (can be unit-linked and have a bonus system to inhibit remort- 

gage)(The Guardian Jan 21,1999).

Capped and/or floored rates: The interest rate paid for the mortgage 

is variable, but will not exceed the cap rate and/or go below the floor 

rate (The Daily Telegraph Feb 6, 1999).
Discount mortgages: The rate will remain a set amount below the 

lender’s variable rate for a given period (The Daily Telegraph Feb 6, 

1999).
Income-flexible mortgages: The borrower can vary the monthly re

payments in line with his/her income (The Daily Telegraph Feb 6, 

1999).

European tracker mortgage (UK): Interest rate linked to the low 

European rates but with repayments in Sterling, without any currency 

risk (Financial Times Mar 20, 1999).

Increased flexibility: The borrower can make overpayments, take 

payment holidays or even withdraw previously overpaid funds (intro

duced by Standard Life, UK)(The Daily Telegraph Mar 27, 1999).
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The One Account: The mortgage is effectively a current account with 

an extra-large overdraft. The borrower can overpay or underpay as 

much as he/she likes (introduced by Virgin Direct, UK)(The Daily Tele
graph Mar 27, 1999).

New reference rates: With the Together mortgage by Northern Rock, 
UK, it is guaranteed that the rate will not be over the average rate 

charged by five other mortgage lenders (The Sunday Times Mar 28, 

1999).
“Zero Down”: A mortgage by Bank of America Corp., that allows peo

ple with strong credit histories but little money on hand to have a loan 

(up to 97 percent of the value of a home)(bankrate.com article by Mi

chael D. Larson).

“Credit Flex”, also a Bank of America product, allows borrowers with

out a demonstrable credit history to prove worthiness through a record 

of on-time rent and utility payments or other means (bankrate.com arti

cle by Michael D. Larson).

Thanks to mortgage brokers, there are nowadays loan opportunities even for 

subprime customers and customers that have lost their credit in history but 

are as solvent as others, like entrepreneurs (NAME Brochure). Because of the 

nature of these loans, the lender’s risk premium is obviously bigger than with 

the conventional loans, so the rates are usually higher and one should pay a 

mortgage indemnity guarantee premium. Nevertheless, the subprime system 

makes it easier for those customers to later borrow at regular rates. The cus

tomers can often also “repair” their credit history by making payments on time 

for a year or two (which means, that they can remortgage at a regular rate, 

which saves a lot in interest expenses)(bankrate.com article by Michael D. 

Larson).

With all these options it is obvious, that mortgage brokers are particularly im

portant to borrowers that don’t fit into a “standard” credit or housing situation 

(interest.com article by James R. DeBoth). By knowing the legislation and the 

special options available one can save money, or get a mortgage even if it 
would be unavailable in the local bank. In a Finnish context, new kinds of loan
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options would most definitely benefit at least subprime borrowers (after the 
90's recession there are many entrepreneurs, that have started over) and very 

wealthy option-millionaires with their specific loan needs.

As we may easily see, the existence of mortgage brokers intensifies the sepa

ration process between the lenders’ loan positioning. Within these circum
stances the demand for brokerage service increases, which lures more 

entrepreneurs to the business. This development is one of the reasons, why 

the industry has grown so rapidly in the Anglo-American world during the last 

10-20 years.

2.3 Advantages for the economy and society

Probably the biggest advantage from the mortgage brokers to the overall 

economy is cost saving. When lenders save in their expenses, they can offer 

mortgages at a lower rate. The easing in interest rates flows naturally to the 

mortgage brokers (e.g. not to the consumers), but the final situation is better 

than without brokers: banks’ profits stay up, people get mortgages and mort

gage brokers have a profitable business. Mortgage brokers create jobs, which 

increases the public welfare; for example, it is estimated that in the US the 

brokerage industry directly employs 200 000 people (NAMB Brochure). Mort

gage brokers have also given birth to completely new companies servicing 

them; a good example is the Nasdaq-listed BNC Mortgage that has developed 

an automated underwriting engine for mortgage originators.

Mortgage brokers increase the information efficiency of the mortgage market, 

which accelerates competition between the lenders about the terms and the 

price of mortgages. The borrowers benefit from this competition. The mort

gage broker informs borrowers for the most suitable loan choices, which obvi
ously saves their money for consumption. As consumption increases, the 

economy grows through monetary expansion.

Mortgages to the so-called subprime borrowers (borrowers with a less than 

perfect credit history) have become one of the main products of the mortgage
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brokers (Mortgage Market Trends, 1998, 2). New, innovative loan packages 
allow low to moderate income borrowers to start enjoying the benefits of 
home-ownership (NAMB Brochure). These benefits include for example the 

smaller cost of living, tax advantages, often better-located residential areas 

and public respect.

Some American and Canadian mortgage brokers take part in the secondary 

mortgage market (market where mortgage loans are bought and sold; rela

tionship between originator and investor). A liquid secondary mortgage market 

allows growing regions with little savings to get mortgage funding from regions 

with excess savings. Ultimately this means, that mortgage credit will always 

be readily available at lower prices. (Cummings & DiPasquale 1997, 1)

2.4 Are there disadvantages?

There seldom are perfect systems, and mortgage market with mortgage bro

kers is no exception. The main disadvantages originate from the competition, 

if it gets too tough. Pure crimes are rare, but there are always those, who 

want to test the regulatory boundaries.

The ease of entry and the fierce competition between the mortgage brokers 

can on occasion create unhealthy competition. Extreme price competition is 

the most usual negative form of competition, since the scene is too frag

mented for creating effective cartels at least in countries, where mortgage 

brokers exist today. Along with the price wars come the more sophisticated, 

contractual disadvantages: one can offer a mortgage with a rock-bottom inter

est rate, but declare oversized fees for overpayments, for example. Usually 

the marketing of these schemes is also misleading.

Even a seemingly healthy market can create obscure problems. Since many 

lenders and brokers compete from the new homeowners that apply for their 

first mortgage, the more established borrowers with less default risk have to 

pay more from their mortgages (Financial Post March 1999). This can also 

happen, when the brokers try to collect fees by offering remortgages. Also, if
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some lender pays higher provisions than the others, brokers are often 

tempted to originate those loans, even if they may not be the best available.

For the lenders point of view, an early prepayment of the loan is a risk. As 

LaCour-Little and Chun (1999) showed, the prepayment risk is three times 
higher, if the loan has been originated by a third party (such as a broker or a 

correspondent). This is obvious, because the brokers get a commission every 

time they refinance their customers’ loans (it’s much easier to refinance the 

old loans than try to find new customers every day). For the borrowers’ side, 

the lenders risk is their advantage: the brokers are much more eager to sug

gest refinancing, when the market conditions offer savings in loan payments, 

than banks. To correct this principal-agent-problem and to share prepayment 

risk, people have suggested new compensation methods, which would pay 

the broker commission over the time and courage them not to suggest refi

nancing.

The mortgage brokers have themselves tried to solve the problems by found

ing associations to watch the market. For example in the United States, The 

National Association of Mortgage Brokers (NAMB) is such an organization. 

NAMB gives its members a professional certification, if they pass all the 

courses and tests. NAMB also educates brokers especially in the difficult 

regulatory matters, and represents them in governmental affairs. NAMB 

members subscribe to a code of ethics that fosters integrity, professionalism 

and confidentiality. (NAMB Brochure)

3. Practice of the mortgage broker profession

Now, as we know why there are mortgage brokers, lets find out, how the bro

kerage works in practice. Before reading forward, it is important to notice, that 

mortgage brokers are originally an Anglo-American institution. The banking 

legislation and the common practice in the United Kingdom, in the United 

States and in Canada (where the brokers were first founded) is somewhat dif-
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ferent from Finland, so the theory and the methods of mortgage brokers can 

not be directly adapted to countries, which have a more “European” banking 
system, like Finland.

3.1 Basic principles

In principal, a mortgage broker is very similar to any broker in the financial 

world: the broker takes orders from the clients and delivers the merchandise. 

The merchandise - residential and/or commercial mortgages/loans - makes 

the settlement a bit more complicated than with stocks or bonds, for example, 

because:

1. The client is obliged to prove his/her paying ability to get the merchandise 

in many ways (security, income, credit history), not just with money.

2. The agent (broker) cannot be absolutely sure, that all the facts given are 

true; with cash it’s easy to see, if there is enough.

3. The merchandise is not standardized, nor are the obligations, so virtually 

every deal is somehow different.

4. The broker’s reputation is tied up with the originated mortgages for a very 

long time after the settlement (even 30 years).

The broker’s profits are usually charged from the lender, but sometimes also 

the borrower has to pay a small fee (a so called origination fee). Instead of 

paying cash to the mortgage broker, the mortgage wholesalers can also give 

the loan at a lower rate than the normal lending rate. The broker can then take 

the interest rate spread between the rate the lender gives and the rate the cli

ent would get without the broker’s special deals. Whatever the billing method 

is, in most cases the borrower gets the loan with the same cost, when using a 

broker, than he/she would get straight from the best lender - but there is 

much less trouble finding the most suitable deal. The lender saves in origina

tion costs, but that amount is paid to the broker with some of the aforemen

tioned ways.
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The following figures explain, what the most typical billing methods of the 

mortgage brokers are, and how the system works compared with the situation 

without a broker. The solid arrows in the following figures are the actual 
money transfers, and the dotted arrows represent theoretical cash flows (like 

fees that are settled, when the loan is transferred to the borrower’s account). 

Suppose that the loan in question is 100 monetary units, and the total cost of 

originating the loan (lender’s tariff) is 2 units. First is the situation without a 

broker involved: the borrower seeks the best deal around and the lender does 

the origination (Figure 1).

Figure 1. A borrower-lender relationship without a broker.

Loan costs: 2

Borrowed: 100 
Received: 98

Lent: 100

*\ Money transfer 98

In Figure 1, the borrower pays the originating costs to the lender, and the re

maining sum, in our example 98, is received (the basis for interest counting is 

of course 100). For the borrower, this arrangement is OK, but he/she might 

need to use some effort trying to find the most suitable loan package, and 

time is what working people usually don’t have. A solution to this problem is of 

course to use services of a mortgage broker. In Figure 2, the borrower con

tacts a broker, who finds out the best loan package and originates it instead of 

the lender. Because the lender saves the originating costs, the broker writes 

an invoice of 2 units for its services. The borrower saves time and effort and 

can be relatively sure, that the loan package is the most suitable. Effectively 

the cost of using a broker is zero, because the borrower gets the same 

amount of money in hand for a 100-unit loan as in Figure 1. The lender saves 

the originating expenses by outsourcing and can cut unnecessary staff. The
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mortgage broker is an efficient specialist in loan originating, so the 2 units of 
money from this deal should cover its expenses and even leave some profit.

Figure 2. Mortgage broker originates the loan and gets a fee.

Borrower Broker M Fee: 2 Lender

Borrowed: 10 3 w Revenue: 2 Lent: 100
Received: 98

Money transfers: borrower 98, broker 2

Figure 3 is in practice quite the same as the example in Figure 2, but here the 

broker premium is baked to the interest rate of the loan. In theory the lender 

gives the loan first to the broker at a wholesale price (lower interest rate). The 

broker then gives the loan to the borrower, but with the retail price, and keeps 

money worth the spread in the interest rates (called a yield spread premium), 

in our example 2. The margin is usually in the range of three-quarters to a full 

percentage point below the institution’s posted rate (Tony Humble, Financial 

Post, March 1999). In practice the borrower pays the interest payments di

rectly to the lender, and the broker is in the middle usually just theoretically, 

taking the yield spread premium - though there are special types of brokers 

(correspondents), which operate as middlemen also in practice. Again all the 

parties involved are satisfied: the borrower gets the best deal easily, the 

lender has a new customer, and the broker gets a premium of 2. Brokers 

normally use this billing method, when the customer does not want to or can 

not pay the origination fee straight away; he/she pays it in the higher interest 

rate, and the lender pays the premium to the broker after closing. Loan 

amount increases by the fee amount, or the rate increases by 37,5-50 basis 

points (American example) per one point in fee.
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Figure 3. Broker acts as a (virtual) bank and takes the spread.

Borrowed: 100 Revenue: 2 Lent: 100

LenderBrokerBorrower

Received: 98
Spread: 2

Money transfers: broker 100, borrower 98

The fourth example is theoretically a bit more complicated, but the basic idea 

is simple: the broker invoices both the borrower and the lender (Figure 4). To 

keep the amount the borrower receives in 98, the broker cannot ask the 

lender for 2 units, so the invoice is split in half; both the borrower and the 

lender pay 1 unit to the broker. Because the lender pays only 1 unit (and the 

cost is 2), the broker leaves some part of the originating to the lender - that 

part is paid by the borrower as “Other loan costs". This way the end position is 

the same as in the former examples. In practice this kind of billing system 

could be the best of these, because the broker can ask the borrower for a 

small “entrance fee” before getting into the work - otherwise there is always a 

risk of service misusing. In the United States this practice is known as “dou

ble-dipping", which has a negative tone, because some brokers have charged 

lenders the whole origination fee while they have inflated the loan rate to get 

money also from the borrower (bankrate.com article by Michael D. Larson).
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Figure 4. Borrower pays an initial fee, and lender pays the rest.

"Other loan costs": 1

Fee: 1 Fee: 1

Borrowed: 100 
Received: 98 Revenue: 2 Lent: 100

Money transfers: borrower 98, broker 2

An other way to charge costs from both the borrower and the lender is used 

by the popular internet-brokers, that use automated systems and often do not 

originate the loans themselves (or do only part of the job). Here the potential 

borrower pays the lender (which the automatic system has found most suit

able) a small fee upfront, and if the deal is done, the lender pays the broker. 

For example, in QuickenMortgage, $250 is paid to the lender for the appraisal 

and credit report. The lender pays QuickenMortgage, when the deal has been 

closed.

In addition to the pure mortgage brokering, the brokers may sell also linked 

products, like loan insurance and other kinds of services. Especially in United 

Kingdom the brokers seem to be more or less comprehensive financial con

sultants that offer both investment advice, insurances and mortgages.

3.2 Educational, financial and other requirements

Becoming a mortgage broker has until recently been very easy in all the coun

tries, that have the legislation ready for such instances. In the United States 

and Canada there are practically no educational or other obstacles to set up a 

brokerage, if you don't have a registry for business or tax crimes - and if you 

have, you can still operate, though you might not be able to join the broker 

associations. Being a respectable citizen, one has all the possibilities of be

coming a broker. Other thing that lowers the entry barrier for mortgage broker 

business is that very little capital is needed at the start-up; perhaps an old
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computer, a phone line and a desk will do (but lik we are going to see in the 

business plan in Chapter 7, advertising is costly).

In the United States the public opinion towards mortgage brokers has in the 

past been a bit sour, because low entry barriers and the lack of any certain 
"diploma" for establishing a brokerage leave room for swindlers. This is why 

the respectable brokers have founded head-organizations and regional asso

ciations to protect and to warn people of unethically operating brokers. These 

associations for example give out certificates for adequate professionalism 

(see Chapter 3.3.3).

More important than the absolute mandatory requirements for the business to 

succeed are good contacts to lenders and other brokers. For credibly running 

a mortgage brokerage, one should have all the significant lenders in an area 

as contacts - otherwise the best deal around cannot be guaranteed. In small 

countries with relatively few lenders like Finland this is easy to accomplish, 

but in a big market reaching all the lenders might turn out to be practically and 

technically impossible. This is why brokers in different areas sometimes co

operate to create better results to all parties.

Having many lender contacts is preferable, but keeping up with their rates, 

special offers and terms may turn out to be a heavy task for a small broker

age. Fortunately new internet- or extranet-based technologies allow brokers to 

receive the needed information electronically from the lenders, so the rate 

situation can be viewed real-time. This makes the marketplace even more ef

fective as it used to be - lenders can strike with super-low rates, and brokers 

instantly turn clients to lend from them. More importantly, automatically updat

ing databases save brokers' time and expenses.

3.3 Sales and marketing

Selling mortgage advice is not so different from the business the banks do. 

The “underlying” product is the same, mortgages, but the real product of a 

mortgage broker is of course the help and advice in finding and originating the
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right loan package. It is important to notice, that home loans and mortgages 

are becoming more and more convenience goods; they are goods like every

one else, and a stamp of sophistication is no more attached to them (Watkins 
& Wright, 1986, p. 57). Still selling mortgages is a complicated and regulated 
task, which creates some special problems.

3.3.1 Marketing channels

The conventional marketing channel of the old Anglo-American brokers has 

been newspaper advertising and the word of mouth. The small brokers nor

mally have one or two offices and a phone service; the bigger brokers have 

offices in many cities and several employees to answer the calls. Since the 

business is most often very local, also local TV networks and radio have been 

used in advertising. Some brokers have allied with real estate agents or mort

gage wholesalers, and can use their facilities for marketing, not to mention the 

advice the salespeople give to the clients.

The modern information technology and especially the internet have changed 

the mortgage brokerage operations very much, and marketing makes no dif

ference. Internet can be used both to the selling, operating and marketing 

purposes. It pays to have a homepage in the internet, if the broker can lure 

people to visit it - usually this is done with special offer banners in the finan

cial and real estate sites. The regional broker associations, like California 

Mortgage Broker Association, for example, have their own websites, that di

rect customers to the participating brokerage sites. Simple homepages maybe 

offer just contact information and some basic material, but the more sophisti

cated sites have online-application forms, real-time quotes, general market 

information and other value-added services. By far the best U.S. mortgage 

sites are semi- or full automatic, can offer nationwide service and even have 

mortgage auctions. In Europe, the development of internet direct selling has 

not been as fast as in the U.S., but the first semiautomatic sites have 

emerged here also.
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3.3.2 Marketing strategies

When creating a marketing strategy for a business that sells as “high involve

ment products” as mortgages can be, it is important to know the specific at

tributes that the consumer links the product with. Traditionally a mortgage has 

been attributed as being a very personal and complex product, which only few 
completely understand. This is still pretty much the case in countries like 

Finland, where people are shy to talk about money and where the liberation of 

banking system has happened relatively late. In the United States, though, the 

situation is changing: as Watkins and Wright (1986, p. 57) discovered, a 

house mortgage is no longer a sophistication good - it is a convenience good. 

In practice this means, that common people have changed their attributes and 

think mortgages are almost same kind of “everyday” products like groceries. 

One reason for this development is also the fact that loans used to be harder 

to get before the liberation of the banking system; one had at least to look so

phisticated and well-to-do to get financing from the banker, 
ь

For a modern person, convenience is becoming increasingly important. Be

cause people have flexible working hours and many hobbies, they want to do 

their shopping in the most convenient way. For some convenience means 

hypermarkets, for others it means shopping late in the evening - and already 

for some it means internet. Whatever the form, convenience is very important, 

and people are often ready to pay for it. This is why brokers have been so 

successful and will also be in the future; being lazy is in the human nature.

It would be ridiculous to say, that there is not a bit sophistication left in mort

gages - of course there is. As mentioned earlier, Americans have first 

adopted the new convenience attributes for mortgages, since they are more 

open to deal their business with others. In Europe, where commercial banks 

often have efficient branch networks, customers are more accustomed to 

face-to-face contacts with lenders and brokers (Data Monitor: European Mort

gages 2000). Convenience and sophistication are also not mutually exclusive; 

mortgage brokers bring convenience to mortgage arrangements with auto

mated service, online help and similar features, but the "underlying" product
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and its attributes stay the same. The level of sophistication and convenience 
perceived varies also between different people (Watkins & Wright 1986).

As with any business, the marketing strategy is crystallized in the marketing 

plan, which usually is part of the business plan of a company. According to 

Watkins (1986), the strategy consists of several parts, which include auditing 
the status quo, preparing a SWOT analysis and setting objectives based on 

that, defining a strategy for a certain market, preparing budgets and cam

paigns and finally follow-up. For a marketing-oriented business like a mort
gage brokerage the marketing plan is a core part of the business plan, so we 

return to the marketing planning in Chapter 7, when we set a business plan 

for a Finnish loan/mortgage brokerage.

3.3.3 Ethics

Big sums of money move through a mortgage brokerage, and broker's deci

sions and recommendations deeply affect customers' financial position. This 

is why ethics (both in marketing and in a customer relationship) is very impor

tant. Because the entry barrier is low for new start-ups and the mandatory re

quirements have up to these days been practically nonexistent, the customers 

cannot be sure, if the nearby broker acts ethically correct. The mortgage bro
kers have tried to cope with this problem by founding associations, that con

trol and teach ethically right business models. These associations grant 

membership only to honest brokers and often require additional training from 

members, which has proved to be a good way to keep the customers' confi
dence.

The National Association of Mortgage Brokers, the biggest head organization 

for mortgage brokers in the United States, has disclosed the "Best Business 

Practices Guidelines", of which some are also in the state law. The guidelines 

require the following from prospective and present members:

- Disclosure of accurate information in all solicitations and adver
tising

- Discussion and explaining financing program options
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- Informing, in writing, of lock-in options

- Explaining all documents of the loan application
- Explaining all associated costs of the loan application

- Explaining the disbursement of all loan applications

- Explaining the loan process, from application to closing
- Charging only those fees which are disclosed or re-disclosed on 

the good faith estimate (required by law)

- Charging fees that do not vary based on race, color, religion, 

natural origin, gender, marital status, age, receipt of income 

from public assistance programs, or good faith exercise of rights 

under consumer finance laws

- Communicating with the customer throughout the loan process 

in a timely manner

- Committing to be the client’s financing resource before, during 

and after the transaction

3.4 Profitability

A well organized and operated mortgage brokerage is one way of making a 

living, as the vast number of individual brokers in the United States shows. 

Marketing the service is vital for success, but because most of the brokerages 

are quite small, they have to focus the efforts to a limited area - a county per

haps. New internet-brokers are a different story: they try to reach as many 

people as possible state- or even nationwide. The newest phenomenon is the 

auction sites that are practically just electronic marketplaces for mortgages.

Whatever the operating method, the brokers face same kind of profitability 

questions. Efficiency and low cost structure are important in a competitive en

vironment with low entry barriers. Income stream should be steady and plenti

ful. Economies of scale and scope are there, but maybe not so evidently as in 

some other industries, because mortgage brokering is a service industry. In 

the following paragraphs we take a look at the specific profitability questions 

of traditional brokers, internet-brokers and auction sites. The findings are then
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used in Chapter 7, when the business plan for a Finnish loan broker is de

scribed.

3.4.1 Traditional brokers

Most of the mortgage brokers are of the traditional type: they have an office 

with staff answering to calls and e-mails. Often in the U S. the brokerage is in 
practice a single person, because getting a mortgage or a loan is quite a rare 

occasion in peoples' lives, and there can only be one or two possible clients 

per day to handle. The underwriting is in most cases still done manually, but 

new computer-aided systems like the Automated Property Valuation (APV) 

have come to save time and to increase accuracy (Ross & Nattagh, 1996).

Based on findings by several sources, a typical fixed underwriting fee of the 

traditional brokers in United States is from 200 to 600 dollars, depending on 

the loan amount and type. The broker usually takes also variable fees accord

ingly to cover extra costs for difficult or time-consuming task, so a complicated 

mortgage may well result in 1000 dollars in fees to the broker. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, the fee can be charged from the borrower, from the lender or both 

using either a listed price or by taking a yield spread premium (broker spread). 

Fees differ a bit depending on many kind of things like terms and loan size, 

but a good rule of thumb would be to say, that the broker charges about 0,5 

percent of the loan amount. In addition to these fees, the lender usually 

charges various registration and other fees from the borrower.

The cost structure of a traditional broker is light. Fixed costs include phone 

costs for updating the mortgage database, salaries (if one has employees), 

computer costs and possible office rent (the smallest brokers do their work 

from home). The variable part of costs is almost nonexistent in most cases - if 

not counting the time that is away from other duties. In addition to these costs, 

mortgage brokers have marketing costs from making themselves known in the 

neighborhood like any other service. Because most of the traditional broker's 

work is done manually, the profits are not huge, but seem to give living to the 

employees.
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3.4.2 Internet brokers

Typically the brokers operating in the internet have substantially more auto

mated processes than the traditional brokers (although the traditional brokers 
nowadays have IT-systems like APV). This means more capital expenditure to 

programming, machinery and support. A substantial part of the time- 

consuming routine work like filling out forms and browsing through different 

financing options is done online by the borrower, so employees' time is saved 

to more profitable activities. A cost-increasing problem with online business 

are the people that browse through the site and even file a bid, but don't aim 

to close the deal - the employees time and the servers capacity is wasted. 

This problem occurs of course in the traditional side also, but probably it is a 

lot easier to say "no" to a computer than to a person.

In an automated and standardized process, there are no "tough" cases; the 

mortgage application is either accepted or not. The billing structure of three 

big U.S. internet-brokers - E-Loan, iOwn.com and QuickenMortgage - are 

quite similar: they charge a processing fee to cover the cost to package 

the application file, submit it to the lender, and help coordinate the closing of 

the loan, and a fixed percentage amount from the originated mortgage. 

QuickenMortgage charges 0,4 percent and a $200-$300 fee to the lender. 

iOwn.com takes 0,5 percent plus a $400 processing fee. E-Loan is also 

slightly different from its competitors: 0,625 percent + $250.

Internet brokers have potential to become much larger than traditional com

panies, because they reach more people and can operate cost-effectively, 

even automatically. At this point of time, rapid growth eats all the profits that 

internet brokers get (for example, E-Loan is deeply in the red), but in a few 

years we may see the true earnings potential of these companies. At least 

expectations are high.

3.4.3 Mortgage auction/exchange sites

The most advanced internet brokers have practically automated their whole 

service, but there is still a person to make the final steps of origination and 

closing. Mortgage auction/exchange sites have given up the originating proc
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ess, and work only as a marketplace for borrowers and lenders: the prospec

tive borrowers post their information to the system, and the lenders give their 

bids for the loan. For their service auction sites charge a fee every time a loan 
is closed, like brokers do. Some capital is needed for equipment and site 

building, but after the site works properly, it needs very little support. Two 

popular auction/exchange sites are Mortgage Auction (specialized to serve 
individual customers and mortgage lenders) and I MX Exchange (specialized 

to serve mortgage brokers and -lenders).

All the mortgage-related activity is in practice done by the users of the site, so 

no specific mortgage industry experience is needed for running the business 

after the initial preparation - it would be the same to auction cars or books, for 

example. This is also why there has to be large volumes; an auction site can 

not charge as much for the service as a broker, because it does not make the 

origination and does not choose the loan for the customer. In Mortgage Auc

tion lenders pay $39,95-$49,95 for each bid they win, depending on the turn

over per month, and for customers the service is free of charge. This means 
dozens of auctions have to "catch fire" per day to create profitable business - 

the market area and population has to be large (like USA or EU). Obviously 

arranging auctions would hardly be profitable in small countries with few citi

zens, like in Finland, but in a large uniform market place this can be a profit

able business.

3.5 Risks and opportunities

Like we discussed in Chapter 3.2, the mandatory requirements for becoming 
a mortgage/loan broker are few. Also financially entering the business is fairly 

easy for anyone that dares to put some money up to advertising and start-up 

costs - no big investments like machines or properties are necessarily 

needed. Low entry barriers have in U.S., Canada and Britain led to very frag

mented markets, which makes it fairly difficult to obtain a large market share, 

but nevertheless there are mortgage brokers even in the Nasdaq Stock Ex
change.
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When entering a fragmented marketplace, a broker needs to gather some 

reputation and make itself visible. In practice this means advertising in news

papers and perhaps in the internet, direct mail and telemarketing. Normally a 

start-up brokerage has not many shots to loose, because advertising is ex
pensive, so there has to become a break-through quite soon. After a few 
closed deals the target group in the area begins to know the brokerage, and 

so it is much easier to do business - clever brokers use the old customer 

base to create business opportunities with re-financing, for example. A big risk 

in the very beginning is the rise of interest rates; mortgage sector is very sen

sitive to rates, and during times of high interest rates the business is very low 

(same thing than with any financial institution). If a brokerage is founded in a 

new marketplace, there are more risks in the start-up phase; these risks are 

presented in the business case's SWOT-analysis in Chapter 7.

After a foothold in the market has been established, it has to be maintained; 

new competition comes into marketplace all the time with new groundbreaking 

ideas. The more capital the brokerage has at this point, the better - customer 

base has to grow rapidly in the beginning to reach a "critical mass", that sup

ports the initial business with re-financing and secondary mortgages. The size 

of this critical mass is not one definite number, but certainly it is at least a 

couple of hundred clients. The broker should not close deals too aggressively, 
though; it would lead to retaliation by other brokers and a possible price war.

While there are some risks in being a mortgage broker, there are also many 

opportunities. If the business is run wisely and the environment is good, the 

brokerage can grow and meet the demand from larger areas. Automating 

tasks like the database updating might need some cash, but saves in the long 

run and paves the way for better internet-service, for example. An other way 

of expanding is to merge with other brokers - the economies of scale are not 

so many, but the companies can benefit by creating a stronger and widely 

known brand. An established broker can also create new markets for mort

gage or loan products with new and innovative solutions; we saw some in 

Chapter 2.2.
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For most companies the ultimate goal is to become listed in a stock ex

change. Listing brings in capital, and gives an exit opportunity for venture 
capitalists, if venture capital has been used for expansion. The owners can 

also sell some shares to diversify their possessions. Mortgage broker or re

lated IPO's in United States from 1999 include internet brokers Mortgage.com 
and E-Loan.com and the auction-style site LendingTree.

4. Legislation

The government usually wants to regulate industry to reassure fair and even 

business conditions for all participants. Mortgage brokerage industry - if there 

already are laws for it - is no exception. Government regulation for an indus

try can be implemented by effecting (1) entry and exit conditions; (2) pricing of 

the inputs or the products; or (3) tax treatment, including the possibilities of 

providing negative taxes (subsidies) (Auernheimer & Ekelund, 1982). In this 

chapter we first get to know, what a “ready” legislation for mortgage brokers 

looks like in the United States. After that, legislation and regulation in the 

European Union is studied, along with some Finnish special features. The 

finer points were covered in interviews with Katri Nuotio (Senior Adviser, Min

istry of Environment), Marjo Lahelma (Senior Adviser, Ministry of Justice), Elli 

Myllylä (Senior Adviser, Ministry of Finance) and Risto Määttänen (Depart
ment Head, Finnish Financial Supervision). The goal is to study the legislative 

environment in Finland these days, and to try to probe the possible new legis

lation needed (if any), before the first mortgage brokerage can start its busi

ness. We are going to find, that mortgage brokers can start business in 

Finland with surprisingly low amount of regulation.

4.1 Government legislation in the United States

The mortgage brokerage industry is nowadays very well regulated in the 
United States: There are ten federal laws, five federal enforcement agencies 

and 45 state laws or licensing boards concerning mortgage brokers (NAMB
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Brochure). Most of the regulations are made to protect the consumer. The
primary laws regulating brokers are:

• Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA): Prohibits cost- 

increasing abusive practices such as kickbacks and referral fees and re

quires advance disclosure of settlement service costs.

• Truth-in-Lending Act (TILA): Requires disclosure of the cost of credit to 
the consumer and the terms of repayment.

• Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA): Prohibits discrimination in lend
ing.

• Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA): Stipulates the requirements of users 

of credit reports and disclosure to consumer.

• State licensing: Forty-five states currently have state licensing require

ments for mortgage brokers in addition to ten federal laws and supplemen

tal regulations. (NAME Brochure)

In addition to the laws, there are other guidelines, standards and/or certifica
tions that an American mortgage broker should follow:

• Government agency and GSE guidelines: The government agencies 

and Government Sponsored Enterprises (GSE's) that fund, insure and/or 

purchase mortgages have guidelines for originating mortgages. Agencies 

include the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), the Veterans Admini

stration and the Department of Agriculture. The GSE's include Fannie Mae 

and Freddie Mac.

• In-house quality control (QC) policies and procedures: Over 71 % of 

mortgage brokers have quality control policies and procedures in place. 

These include written documentation, staff training and independent re

views. (NAMB Brochure)

• NAMB guidelines: Since almost a half of the US mortgage brokers are 

members of the NAMB, its Code of Ethics, Best Business Practices, Model 

Disclosure and Professional Certification are often followed or imitated 

also by non-members.
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As we can see, both the US government and the private brokers have tried to 
come up with a fair system that protects consumer from the worst swindlers. 

The system is more or less going to the direction, where a mortgage broker 

should have some kind of a diploma or certification to prove his/her profes
sionalism and reliability. A roughly same kind of system can be found among 

the Finnish journalists, who have long since established a self-regulatory sys
tem, even an own examining board (Julkisen sanan lautakunta).

Though it would seem a perfect self-regulatory system, the American model 

has also its setbacks because of the differences in state laws. For example, in 

a handful of states, such as in California and Minnesota, real estate brokers 

can negotiate mortgage loans. That may cause trouble, because both the 
broker and the seller will know the buyer's financial background, and can use 

their information for their benefit in the bargaining situation.

4.2 The European laws and directives

Mortgage brokers are a new phenomenon on the ground of the European Un

ion. The EU legislation does not yet know the word "mortgage/loan broker", 

but certain guidelines have been drawn during the harmonization of the bank

ing and financial services laws - the union itself is in the middle of an integra

tion process. A reference to a "credit-broker" can be found from the British 

legislation (Statutory Instrument 1999 No. 2725), but otherwise the national 

laws in the biggest EU nations don't seem to have any other references of that 
kind.

The roots of the liberation of the financial system can be found from the 

1970's. European Council Directive 73/183/EEC of June 1973 abolishes most 

of the restrictions on freedom of establishment and freedom to provide ser

vices in respect of self-employed activities of banks and other financial institu

tions. The directive does not apply to the provision of services, in connection 

with banks and other financial institutions, by self-employed intermediaries 

who move to a member state other than that in which they are established.
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Obviously this was a very important directive for the whole banking system, 
but the ideas lying behind it fit also to mortgage brokers - which were at that 

time almost unknown institutions even in North America.

In the next decade, the term "mutual recognition" became an important part of 

the integration process within the industry. Second Council Directive 

89/646/EEC of December 1989 on the coordination of laws, regulations and 

administrative provisions relating to the taking up and pursuit of the business 

of credit institutions amended Directive 77/780/EEC, which regulated the 
harmonization of credit institution laws and mutual recognition in a way that 

does not conflict with the general good in any host member state. This direc

tive does not include parts, that could be used to regulate financial intermedi

aries like mortgage brokers, but it is a significant step towards European 

capital markets; capital flows are practically free, so there is a possibility to 

lend money from other member countries - an interesting way to finance es
pecially now, as we have a single currency.

At the moment European Union is trying to harmonize the distance selling of 

financial services. This refers to a wide range of financial intermediaries and 

operators, that normally are somehow connected with banks or lenders, like 

mortgage brokers. The goal of this process is to create a voluntary Code of 

Conduct that would enable consumers to compare mortgage products from 

different providers in different countries. The code would also undertake that 

lenders should act fairly and reasonably towards their customers at all times. 

The code is planned to include the following information to assist comparison 

of products:

- fees, costs, interest rates and penalties

- valuation, insurance and prepayment

- tax relieves and subsidies

- procedures of complaint, cooling off period and the applicable 
law, and

- a Single Page Information Sheet (SPIS) summarizing the main 

contract terms.
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It is also proposed, that the EU could harmonize some mortgage products, 
and enable cross-border lenders to avoid some consumer protection and 

"general good" regulations discussed earlier. Although voluntary, the code 
would be binding when accepted, and the proposed rules for canceling a con
tract would be strict towards the consumer. (O'Reilly 1999)

One clear obstacle for mortgage direct selling through internet in the Euro

pean Union has been the absence of an approved electronic signature 

(Datamonitor, 1999). Finland has just established a standard for electronic 

signatures as one of the first countries, so probably the other countries will 
soon follow suit. This technology will be an important step towards a true 

European marketplace for goods and services through internet. As non- 

material and comparable products, mortgages will most likely be among the 

first products sold to the whole EU-area directly from a single source. Actually 

a directive concerning electric commerce in all its forms is just about to be put 

to the vote in the European Parliament this spring (2000).

4.3 The Finnish legislation

Finland has already adopted a major part of the European regulation, what 

comes to the banking and finance. Differences with other member countries 

are minimal, which is good, because the lawfulness of operation is practically 

clear, if the Finnish regulators accept it (as far as there is not conflict with the 

general good in any host member state, previous chapter). There remain 

some differences in the banking and credit legislation between Finland and 

most of the EU, but they do not affect mortgage broker business.

According to Marjo Lahelma from the Ministry of Justice (28.2.2000), there are 

no laws that would prohibit mortgage broker activity in Finland. Since the op

eration of the broker in the form described in Chapter 7 would not include 

banking activities, the Credit Institution Act (Luottolaitoslaki) would not pose 

any limitations to the business. A new credit institution needs a permission 

from the Ministry of Justice to operate in Finland, but Marjo Lahelma could not
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possibly see a need for that kind of permission for mortgage brokers. Also she 

did not think, that it would be necessary to prepare new laws for brokers - 

everyone is free to make contracts in Finland, as long as they are legal. Se
crecy and privacy policies would be the same for mortgage brokers that for 

banks - that is, very strict. Today the absolute secrecy applies also to persons 

that get to see credit registers during IT repairs etc. As for marketing, Marjo 

Lahelma said that principally the same rules apply for credit institutions and 

mortgage brokers than with any kind of business, because the laws of con

sumer protection in banking are very similar to the common consumer protec
tion legislation.

Finnish Financial Supervision (Rahoitustarkastus, Rata) is an organ of the 

Bank of Finland, which keeps eye on the financial market in Finland. Rata is 

the authority, whose permission is needed to engage in financial business and 

who makes sure, that the markets are fair and legal. Surprisingly Rata has for

bidden the use of financial intermediaries once in its direction back in 1996 
(Dnro 40/141/96):

"Luottolaitostoimintaa ei ole mahdollista harjoittaa välittäjän välityksellä. "

"For credit institutions, it is not possible to use an intermediary."

This direction is not meant to forbid mortgage brokers, however. In this con

text, an "intermediary" would be for example a person or a company that dis

tributes marketing material, takes calls et cetera. As mortgage brokers are 

concerned, Risto Määttänen (Department Head, Rata) finds no reason to for

bid them. According to Määttänen, there seems to be no reason, why brokers 

would need any permission at all - as long as they don't finance loans them

selves and business remains legal. If, however, the brokerage businesses 

comes very large as an institution or the competition gets unhealthy, some 

regulation may be needed. In that case, mortgage brokerages would be re

garded as objects for surveillance. If the business is international, the situation 
is a bit different, because legislation is so much different even inside Euro

pean Union. For example, all foreign lenders that the mortgage broker repre-
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sents, would need an acceptance from Rata (of course international banks 
already have this kind of acceptance).

Probably the most influential part of the Finnish legislation to mortgage bro

kers would be the section that talks about the signing process of a loan. Be

fore signing a loan contract, the lender must thoroughly explain its content 
with all other relevant details to the borrower (Kauppakaari 10 luku, 1 § and 
14 §). According to Rata's orders, this, along with the final signing of the loan 

contract, should primarily take place in the lenders premises, if possible (Dnro 

50/520/96), but in some cases it is enough, that written terms of the contract 

are given one day before it is signed. There has to be two legal witnesses 

(Kärävä & Riihimäki & Kärävä, 1998). If the lender fails this explanation proc

ess, the contract terms can later be settled for the borrower. In mortgage bro

kerage practice, this obligation could be easily fulfilled with the use of 

electronic signatures (see Chapter 4.2), but with such high technology still 

years away, the obstacle could most possibly be avoided with contract terms. 

Good examples of this kind of practice are the financing companies: they 

usually don't have an office network, so the loan contracts are signed right 
away in the store.

Consumer protection in credit transactions is strict towards the lender. In addi

tion to the rules about signing and explaining terms, the law also bans credit 

institutions [or anyone else] to give a "bad advice". Naturally, giving false or 

otherwise fallacious information is forbidden. The lender may even have to 

pay damages, if the borrower has suffered because of the clearly false mar

keting (Valtiopäiväasiat, HE 295/1992, perustelut ll/ll). Any personal informa

tion must be kept in secrecy and cannot be transmitted forward without a 

permission from the customer (Henkilörekisterilaki). A matter of consumer 

protection is also the identification: the credit institution has to identify the cus

tomer, and keep the identification information (normally a signature) for a 

minimum of five years after the customer relationship has ended. If it is obvi

ous, that the customer is applying a loan for someone else, the identification 

of the other person has also to be made in the same manner.
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5. Finland - a new marketplace

Due to the natural circumstances and costly labor, building houses is more 

expensive in Finland than in many other countries. The income taxation level 
is one of the highest in the world, which reduces the personal wealth people in 

Finland are having. These two reasons together mean, that buying yourself a 

home is a big step for a normal consumer and ties economically up for a long 

time. This kind of environment gives lenders quite a lot of power over individ
ual peoples’ lives.

As mentioned earlier, probably the best thing about mortgage brokers is that 

they enhance the competition and bring the prices down. The home loan mar

kets are already quite competed in Finland, but there should be room for more 

competition - at least the customers and the government want to see it that 

way. Both of them would certainly appreciate the existence of mortgage bro
kers.

This chapter introduces the Finnish home loan market, and tries to find out, if 

there is demand for mortgage brokerage services. For a broker’s point of 

view, we take a look at the current market situation, entry possibilities and 

profitability aspects. Because the Finnish banks are used to dominate the loan 

markets from the origination to the settlement, the possible threats to their 

business are being studied (if there are any), as also the opportunities. The 

ultimate purpose is to answer the question: “Would someone like to establish 

a mortgage brokerage in Finland, is that possible, and what would it need?”

5.1 Mortgage and loan markets in Finland

The banks dominate the Finnish home loan markets: in the end of 1999, the 

households had EUR 31,9 billion in debt (EUR 22,0 billion of home credit), 

from which 88 percent was lent by banks. In 1999 the home loan market was 

very buoyant; the households took EUR 12,4 billion new credit, from which 

EUR 8,4 billion was home credit (Bank of Finland statistical report 02/2000).
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Apart from the commercial banks there are also savings banks and coopera
tive banks. The biggest banks (which are also the biggest lenders) are Meri- 

taNordbanken (Merita), Leonia Bank and OKO Bank. Distant second come 
the general government agencies (like Valtion asuntorahasto) with a little over 

two billion in outstanding lending base. Also insurance companies have 

granted residential loans worth 1,5 billion euros (Tilastokeskus statistics 

1998), of which about 10 percent is to households (BOF, Suomen rahoitus
markkinat 1996).

Most of the residential loans granted by Finnish banks are personal loans 

(that is, not mortgages), which is quite different from the Anglo-American 

world and even Denmark and Sweden. Mortgages are not forbidden in 

Finland, though. The reason for the low amount of mortgages comes from the 

fiscal legislation until mid-1980’s: the interest income from bonds issued by 

the mortgage banks was taxed, but almost all savings accounts not. Suomen 

Hypoteekkiyhdistys ry., Kuntien Asuntoluotto Oy and the mortgage banks 

owned by the biggest banks are the only ones that grant real mortgages. If 

one wants to have a residential mortgage, Suomen Hypoteekkiyhdistys, 

Suomen Asuntopankki (owned by Leonia Bank) and the net mortgage bank of 

OKO Bank are in practice the only from these institutions that grant mort

gages to the public, others give mortgages only to institutions.

The residential loans (or mortgages) have on average shorter lending periods 
than in many other countries, 10-15 years, although it is nowadays possible to 

take loans with up to 30 years of payback time. The reason for the short lend

ing periods can be the banks' tradition to be very collateral-orientated (Tuo

misto, 1996). Usually the maximum amount of debt is 60-80 percent of the 

value of the home. In 1995, 24 percent of the residential loans were tied with 

the variable Helibor-rates (today Euribor), 7 percent with the base rate of the 

Bank of Finland and majority, 58 percent with the banks’ own semi-fixed ref

erence rates, the so called prime-rates. Ten percent of the loans had a fixed 
interest rate or a rate calculated some other way households (BOF, Suomen 

rahoitusmarkkinat 1996). Normally the lenders take a fixed commission when 

the loan is originated, but only few charge extra, if the individual customer
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wants to pay the loan back earlier (which is a better situation than in some 
other countries, like U.S.).

5.2 Why are there no mortgage brokers yet?

There is currently no mortgage or loan brokers operating in Finland, although 

a Belgian operation called EuropeLoan.com will begin services in Finland 

soon. One reason for the absence of brokers in Finland has to be the fact, 

that the Finnish banks have very good marketing networks, and lenders are 

still few. Also the size and liquidity of the market is smaller than in more popu

lated countries like United States or Great Britain. The Finnish loan customers 

often take the loan from the bank they already have customership with, and 

the banks try to tie the customers up by giving discounts to loyal customers. 

Finally, there is the familiar transition of influences from USA to Europe and 

further to Finland, which takes time - it took a round decade from the first bro

kers in the United States, before the first brokers emerged in U K. It is also 

fairly obvious, that most of the Finns are not so different from other Europe

ans, that appreciate personal contacts with the lender, according to the Data- 
monitor European Mortgages 2000 -research.

A typical Finn has 3-5 options, if he/she wants to have a residential loan or 

mortgage - in the capital town area there are somewhat more options to 

choose from. If we assume that the average amount of offers a customer asks 

is three or four, there should be not so much trouble to choose the best alter

native. The government has made this even easier by stating, that every loan 

offer must present the “true annual rate”, which is the effective interest rate 

including the cost of origination and other possible costs. The Finnish banks 

(which have almost 90 percent of the market) have up to these days com

peted almost only with price, and new innovations have been rare; for a nor

mal citizen it is therefore very easy to decide, which offer is the best.

The consumers in USA, for example, are not tied up with their banks like the 

consumers in Finland. This is because the Finnish banks often give low- 

margin loans only to those customers that also use the bank's other services -
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deposits, securities etc. In the country the distance to the nearest bank can be 

50 kilometers, and the loan is obviously easiest to take from that bank. In ad

dition to these obvious reasons, there is also difference in the consumer atti
tude towards the whole lending process; especially the American and 

Canadian consumers seem to be far more able to think their mortgage as a 
convenience product, that has its own parameters, and not as an obligation 
towards the bank and the society (see Chapter 3.3).

5.3 Are mortgage brokers a threat to Finnish banks?

The first loan broker starting operations in Finland would almost certainly face 

retaliation from banks taking it as a threat. Competition is fierce these days, 

and interest margins are pressed to the minimum, so having a broker to in

crease direct competition would probably not please them. For example in 

Belgium, retail banks have been unwilling to co-operate with brokers and thus 

are selling their loans only in their offices. A broker with contacts outside 

Finland would feel even worse - people could perhaps get exceptionally 

cheap credit from Germany or France, for instance. In these circumstances, 

getting lenders to co-operate could be hard. It is not impossible, though; mort

gage brokers would never have become so successful in North America with
out co-operation from the lenders.

Evidence from the United States, Great Britain and the Netherlands, in which 

the share of mortgage loans originated by brokers has quickly exceeded 50 

percent, shows, that there is no harm to banks and other lenders from bro

kers. There is no indication in any material I've studied about mortgage bro

kers somehow posing a threat to the banks. In fact, banks are often interested 

in co-operation with mortgage brokers, because this new business environ

ment can benefit them, too. A good example is the birth of the first mortgage 

brokers in the United States: banks found it very effective to distribute their 

services through local brokers, so the brokers had an opportunity to make lu

crative contracts with many banks. This, in turn, lured more entrepreneurs to 

the business, and today there are even specialized wholesale lenders (who
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only lend to brokers) and companies, that make a living producing software to 
brokerages.

Mortgage brokers develop many new innovations in the field of credit, and 
they offer some products almost exclusively. With new products, brokers give 

customers more freedom of choice, and can in some cases even increase the 

market size - a good example being the subprime mortgages in America. 
Mortgage professional Toni Moss (Director of Business Development, Stater 

BV) from the Netherlands reported, that cheaper loans and better terms have 

caused a slight transition from renting an apartment to ownership. Presumably 

the Finnish banks would have nothing against bigger home market for loans. 

An international broker with customers in other EU-countries could offer Fin

nish banks' credit abroad, which would create new demand for Finnish loans 

without having to establish branches all over Europe.

Consolidation has probably been the most notable way of development in the 

Finnish banking industry during the last ten years, as it has also been in many 

other sectors. During this process, hundreds of bank offices have been 

closed, and thousands of employees have lost their jobs. The remaining em

ployees are under pressure, because an increasing amount of customer op

erations have to be handled with less staff in the name of efficiency. The 

public opinion against banks has also become pretty sour because of exten

sive waiting times in the offices. A net of local mortgage brokers could easily 

do the loan origination for the banks, so the banks could concentrate more 

efforts to the customer service or cut staff even further, if they see a need for 

that. Profitability and better customer service could be useful arguments, 

when discussing about co-operation with banks. If that is not enough, the fear 

of being left out could be used as a more straightforward method.

5.4 Profitable mortgage broker business in Finland- possible?

New loan originations to households in Finland amounted 12,369 billion euros 
in year 1999, according to Bank of Finland statistics. From this amount, 8,443 

billion euros were residential loans or mortgages to households. This is well
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above the "normal" amount of originations, because the interest rates in 1999 

were exceptionally low, and because rents and apartment prices were on the 
rise. A normal good year for the Finnish credit industry would be about 7 bil

lion in household loan originations, of which 4,5-5 billion would be residential 

loans. Total amount of loan originations in 1999, including loans to compa
nies, was 37,381 billion euros.

Let's assume, for simplicity, that an average household residential loan in 

Finland is 500 000 marks, or roughly 84 000 euros. In a "normal" year over 

economic cycle, this would mean EUR 4.5B/84000 = 53600 originations. If a 

mortgage broker specialized only in household residential loans captured a 

market share of 5 percent from all originations, it would mean 2680 origina

tions per year, a little over thirteen per working day. This amount of transac

tions could be handled with a skeletal staff, when appropriate valuation and 

automation systems would be in place. If the broker could charge 50 basis 

points of fees per loan, it would mean a revenue of 1 125 600 euros. With a 

light cost structure - which will be discussed in more detail later in Chapter 7 - 

some profit can very well be saved to the bottom line after personnel and 

marketing costs (which would be quite substantial, if 5 % market share was 

the target). The Finnish market has its size limitations, though; the solution 

here could be to grow abroad and establish foreign contacts with banks and 

borrowers. An easily adaptable proprietary IT-system for cross-border lending 

would be the key to success. If the broker could get into the commercial loan 

markets, which in Finland are about twice as big as the household markets, 

the volumes would be much bigger, and good profits could be possible even 
in domestic markets.

Mortgage brokers have proven to be profitable in countries with lots of con

sumers, like the United States and Canada, but can they be profitable here in 

Finland? The answer is: probably yes, but the market share has to be at least 

2-3 percent of all originations (for calculations about this, see Chapter 7.2). 

This means, that marketing is very important straight from the beginning. The 

sooner a broker gets a chance to meet the foreign credit supply and demand,
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the better. This will be the central issue in developing a business strategy in 
Chapter 7.

6. Euro and the internet

6.1 Euro zone opens new opportunities

The European Monetary Union started to use euro, the new single currency, 

from the beginning of 1999. In the first phase there are 11 countries in the un

ion: Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Holland, Ireland, Italy, Lux

embourg, Portugal and Spain. Because there is a single currency, there is no 

currency risk at lending or investing to the other euro-countries. This means 

less risk, and lowers the entry level for a company to go international. As ordi

nary people get accustomed to the new open market system, they start pur

chasing goods and services from other euro-countries, creating an enormous 

market place for mortgages, for example. Lenders and brokers can market 

their loan opportunities all over the euro zone, and the borrowing is as easy 

from some other country than it would be from the home country. This will, 

though, take some time - the retail money market systems were in many 

countries opened just a few years ago (in Finland in late 1980's), and borrow
ing money from a different country is still considered a thing that only compa

nies do - not to mention, that the legislation still varies greatly from country to 

country. The policy towards foreign lending is still protectionistic in many 

countries. In Finland we also have bad memories from currency loans in the 

1980’s that might slow down the development. The single currency will in ad

dition to competitive, economic and regulatory forces drive the harmonization 

and convergence process, but it may take some time.

Although mortgage intermediaries like mortgage brokers originate a majority 

of new retail and business loans in the United States, Canada and the United 

Kingdom, Europe is still mostly an uncharted territory for mortgage brokers. 

From the total amount of 2911 billion euros of retail mortgages in the 16 big

gest European countries, only 21 % were originated by intermediaries and two
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percent by direct selling of banks (Figure 5). The mortgage professionals in 

Europe believe, that mortgage intermediaries and direct selling by both inter
mediaries and commercial banks become increasingly important in a few 
years time (Datamonitor 1999).

Figure 5. Distribution of retail mortgages in 16 biggest European countries 1998.

Direct 
2 %

Source: Datamonitor, research and analysis.

6.1.1 Country-specific issues are difficult, but can also be profitable 

There is no single housing market in the European Union, nor there is a single 

housing finance market. Today the European credit market is a collection of 

national finance sectors at very different stages of development, efficiency 

and competitive ability (O'Reilly, 1999). Despite the new common currency 

euro and centralized money policy there are still considerable differences in 

the lending rates in the EU area. While the absence of singularity, uniformity 

and convergence mostly imposes problems for cross-border lending and bor

rowing, there are also chances to profit from the situation.

The most important banking laws have for most parts been harmonized in the 

EU area, but legislation of mortgage lending varies still enormously by coun
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try. For example, from the Finnish point of view a very common operation - 

early repayment of fixed rate loans - is effectively forbidden in Germany, and 

is subject to penalty in France and in the Netherlands (Dübel, Lea & Welter
1998) . Variable rate loans can be prepaid with penalty in the UK, but not in 

Ireland. Also, variable interest rates have to be indexed in Spain, Portugal and 

Belgium, but in other countries the rates are set by competition (O'Reilly

1999) . Furthermore, there even is no single rule, which country's legislation 

will be used, if the borrower and the lender are from different countries. Differ

ences in regulative environment make it fairly problematic to establish EU- 
wide financial operations without the help lawyers. Lawyers and accounting 

professionals are expensive, so the brokerage has to be adequately capital
ized before trying to grow abroad.

One major problem for European cross-border lending is the locality of infor

mation. It means, that lenders in the area of the prospective borrower always 

have better knowledge on borrowers and property valuations in an area than 

foreign lenders (Lea, 1999). For the lenders' point of view, cross-border credit 

today is more or less like the winner's curse phenomenon: if one gets a loan 

deal from abroad, it is bound to be bad, because otherwise the local lenders 

would have bid better. If all the competitors had access to centralized informa

tion sources, like some kind of credit bureaus or house listing services, this 

problem could be offset for some degree, but not totally (Lea, 1999).

European countries have accomplished many protectionistic regulations over 

the years to secure their own banks' markets. These regulations are one of 

the biggest obstacles for interest rate convergence and cross-border lending. 

For example, taxation of the lender can vary depending on the location (do

mestic or foreign) of the lender. Consumer protection regulations are nation 

specific, and often favor the local lenders (Lea, 1999). Also the registration 

and ownership rules can be quite unfair towards foreign lenders. Fortunately a 

wave of deregulation is sweeping the EU, so very regulated housing finance 

markets like in Germany turn slowly into more liberal markets like in United 

Kingdom, for example (O'Reilly, 1999). The wholesale money markets have 

already converged after the birth of the euro, but there is still long way to go,
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before this development reaches the retail market. Inflexibility of the European 
housing markets, according to McLennan and Stephens (1997), is one issue, 
which is slowing down the integration process.

The European Union is striving to harmonize legislation in its member coun

tries. Banking and finance legislation is especially important in this case, be

cause the Commission and the European Central Bank are urged to show 
citizens, that there are benefits in the single currency system. This is likely to 

ensure, that the Commission will take regulatory action of some kind. One 

move to that direction is the ongoing issue about the distance selling of finan

cial products (Chapter 4.2). The goal of this process is to create a voluntary 

Code of Conduct, which would enable consumers to compare mortgage prod

ucts from different providers in different countries. The code would also under

take that lenders should act fairly and reasonably towards their customers at 
all times. (O'Reilly, 1999)

The lack of uniformity and interest rate convergence could in theory be used 

as profit opportunity. A cross-border mortgage broker professional enough to 

handle the regulatory hurdles would have a huge competition benefit in to

day's fragmented European markets. The distribution of this service would be 

of paramount importance; establishing a distribution network like that would 

probably need co-operation with other brokers in Europe. Despite the finan

cial, logistical and legal challenges, this opportunity will be taken into account 
in the Finnish case in Chapter 7.

6.1.2 Wide customer base needs also lenders

Currently there lives about 258 million people inside the European Union 

(Population Reference Bureau, 1999), and several millions are projected to 

join in the next phase of the integration (Turkey alone, if accepted, would 

bring 66 million people to the Union). According to the Datamonitor research, 

the amount of retail mortgages in 16 largest European countries was 2911 bil

lion euros in 1998. This scale means, that thousands of new mortgages are 

originated every day - alone in Finland about 147 000 new retail loans were 

originated in 1999, if the average size is FIM 500 000. Unfortunately there are
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no exact figures available from the total originations in EU, but if we use the 

Finnish data as a base for a simple calculation, it could be estimated, that in 

1998 the total amount of originations was over 1000 billion euros in the 16 

largest European countries. The Finnish figure that year, EUR 10,55 billion, is 

only a mere percent of that! Obviously the European market is the place to be 
for a mortgage broker.

If a mortgage broker wants to have a customer base that covers the whole 

euro zone, he/she has to have lenders in all euro-countries. This means, that 

not only you have to have client contacts, but you also have to have good in

ternational lending contacts. No one really knows, how many credit organiza

tions there really are in the euro zone, but the international brokerage has to 

cover at least the 50-100 best lenders trying to offer the best deals to its cli

ents. The vast amount of contacts needed in addition to the yet so different 

legal systems create a big logistical and legal task especially in the beginning 

of operations, and may need fairly sizeable sums of capital to resolve. The 

only reasonable solution seems to be a maximal usage of information network 
resources like extranet or internet (see Chapter 6.2).

Establishing contacts may sound a slow and time-consuming, but probably 

most of the lenders are easy to talk into the system - some good points to 

support that assumption were presented in Chapter 5.3. Actually the biggest 

job is to enter all the loan package possibilities to a database, with all their ex

ceptions and specialties, and to keep the system effectively updated. This is 

also the fact that strongly reduces the amount of lenders one broker can han

dle without the help of modern technology like electronic quoting and under

writing. The other thing is, that a startup-brokerage lacks the reputation and 

track record to attract contacts - the first few contacts can be quite hard to 

achieve, and they may not be the biggest and best alternatives. For a broker

age operating from Finland this would probably mean starting with the Finnish 

credit institutions, and gradually expanding the territory abroad.
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6.1.3 Reliability status and reputation are hard to achieve

Going international is a big step to every business, but exceptionally hard it is 

for financial institutions and their intermediaries. First, there are the country- 

specific regulations (discussed in Chapter 6.1.1) and permissions. After all the 
regulatory things have been solved, the company has to get clients. This may 
prove quite hard for start-ups, and for many reasons.

For a financial institution or intermediary, reliability status is the key element of 

business - even an established institution can be severely hurt, if the public 

and the business partners don’t trust it. Building reliability needs personnel 

training, reliable IT-systems and back-ups, timely and accurate reporting (to 

the clients and to the government) and flawless service. A lender appreciates 

especially thorough research, low client default rate, fast and compatible IT- 

systems and quick response to inquiries. Fle or she also has to be absolutely 

sure, that the collateral and all the personal information are in good hands.

Once the brokerage works reliably according to the government rules, it can 

start to build itself a reputation and positioning. A reliable reputation is essen

tial, but most of the brokerages try to differentiate themselves a little more, 

usually with their products: one is a discount broker, the other serves little 

companies with special deals, and the third does sub-prime mortgages. This 

positioning is important especially in the “older” markets like in the USA and in 

the UK, where the competition leads to specialization.

It may take some time, before a foreign mortgage broker establishes itself to a 

new country's market. It’s obviously easier for a local player to start business, 

because he/she knows the laws and practices better, knows how to advertise, 
has often government subsidy and has the local support.

6.2 Internet - a cheap information channel

The internet is one of the biggest achievements of mankind in this century, 

they say. Started as a scientific network, the internet has evolved to a vast “in

formation highway” that touches many peoples’ lives. Thanks to the modern
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wireless telecommunication technology, you can connect to the internet virtu
ally everywhere on this planet.

For mortgage brokers, the internet has opened new, fascinating opportunities. 

Along with the “traditional” phone- and office operations, many companies 

have opened web services. More sophisticated solutions include virtually 

automatic systems, where the mortgages are not the broker’s main interest, 

but the smooth and fast operation of the online site (Chapter 3.4.3). One 

situation, where internet is an exceptionally good business tool, is remortgag

ing: transferring an existing mortgage to a different lender or taking a cheaper 

loan to pay the older back is a fairly simple operation, that does not require 
much advising (Datamonitor, 1999).

According to Deutsche Bank Research, online mortgage originations in the 

United States totaled about $4.2 billion in 1998, and are projected to reach 
$60 billion in 2000. While that is just a fraction of the total residential loan vol

ume, Deutsche Bank predicts that by 2003, online originations will constitute 

about 25 percent of the entire mortgage market (eloan.com). According to the 

calculations of the German Roland Berger & Partner, 15 percent of the resi

dential mortgages will be done online by 2010 in Germany. Out of this 15 per

cent, about a half could be done with automatic- or semi-automatic brokerage 

systems and the rest would be originated by banks (Frankfurter Allgemeine 

Zeitung, 7 January 2000). This chapter discusses these new opportunities 

that computers and internet bring to the mortgage broker business.

6.2.1 The useful extranets

The internet is actually a network of smaller, local networks. Today many 

companies use it as a vehicle for their own so called extranets - networks that 

contain for example a bunch of companies. Extranet allows, for example, the 

individual mortgage brokers to directly and securely connect with the lenders, 

which increases efficiency and eliminates the need of paperwork.

An example of a mortgage brokering extranet is the Irish BrokerNet, which 

started on January 1999. BrokerNet is based on standard internet technology
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and includes also tools like a diary that reminds staff of items that need action. 
From the workflow the brokers can quickly check the status of the loan appli

cation, if the customer wants, and send e-mail concerning the applications. 
(Sunday Business Post Jan 24, 1999)

Another example is the American e-commerce innovation Priceline.com, 

which has just established an interesting “name your price” mortgage service 

(actually the system was originally developed by Lending"!"ree). The client in

puts his/her personal data (age, address, occupation, credit history) and in
formation of the mortgage he/she would like to have (size, interest, terms, 

other specifications). The Priceline network then inquires the participating 
lenders, if anyone wants to lend money with the terms specified. The partici

pating lenders use many kinds of Automated Property Valuation (APV) mod

els or computer-assisted appraisal methods to quickly decide the risk level of 

each bid. If a participating lender agrees to the rate and terms client has 

given, the system reports the answer within six business hours. If Price

line.com is unable to find a lender to agree to the exact terms, lenders have 

two business days in which to respond with competitive offers for the client's 

consideration. The customer can then choose whether or not to accept these 

offers. Priceline.com is one sort of a market maker that connects the borrower 
and the lender in a very customer-friendly way.

The U.S. government agencies Freddie Mac (Federal Home Mortgage Corpo

ration) and Fannie Mae (Federal National Mortgage Association or FNMA) - 

which actually operate in the secondary mortgage market - have “automated 

underwriting” systems available for the primary market lenders. Freddie Mac’s 

Loan Prospector and Fannie Mae’s Desktop underwriter use information from 

the customer and indicates within minutes, if the loan can be sold, or whether 

some extra paperwork or documentation is needed (bankrate.com article by 
Michael D. Larson).

Using internet to create an extranet is much cheaper than to build a com

pletely individual network, but there is a risk of unauthorized access. Espe

cially when personal data such as credit history is transmitted through the
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web, security has to be guaranteed. That is why companies have developed 

firewall systems and encryption protocols to protect the vital knowledge from 
outsiders.

6.2.2 Worldwide access - if you stand out

These days any business that has something to do with the internet is con

cerned very profitable in the long term - take any internet-startup that has 

gone public, and you may find stellar valuation multiples. The best feature of 

the net in a business sense is that there are no boundaries, so people can ac

cess information quickly and easily even from the other side of the planet. 

This creates an enormous theoretical customer base, much bigger than when 

operating in a traditional way (without actually having to establish yourself in 

many countries). From Finland’s point of view, internet or extranet is the easi
est way to create business to the other euro-zone countries.

It’s easy to think that once a mortgage brokerage has its own web pages, the 

business is bound to take off. Unfortunately just being in the web isn’t enough; 

you have to advertise in the other websites and offer something more interest

ing than competitors do to create traffic to your website and to create busi

ness. Although the advertisements are cheap to make (usually they are either 

static or animated banners on the sides of the WWW-pages), the advertising 

is more or less as costly per contact as with newspapers and TV. According 

to Ad Resource, the cost of banner advertising in popular U.S. sites costs 20- 

100 dollars per thousand impressions. The price of a banner slot depends on 

the traffic the WWW-page in question has - banners in pages like Yahoo! or 

AltaVista, which get millions of hits a day, may cost almost as much as a 

prime-time TV commercial, though the cost per impression is lower than in 

specialty sites. Accessibility also makes competition in cyberspace even 

harder as it is between traditional brokers, so the broker fees per customer 
are smaller.

Standing out in the World Wide Web is not easier than in conventional media. 

Physically, the banner size is very limited, so the message has to be short. 

Because people are surrounded with offers and arguments, your argument
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has to be clearly superior or otherwise very intriguing to catch attention. As an 

example, LendingTree promises a $500 cash back for a new home mortgage, 

and some mortgage brokers offer affordable credit card options along with a 
mortgage.

When it comes time to boost operations without adding a lot of employees, 

companies often develop wholesale operations. As the mortgage brokers’ 

main interest is in the retail mortgage sector, “wholesale” means here more 

automation, which brings the loan origination business to a wholly new scale. 
If the mortgage e-business really takes off, the value of the company comes 

enormous. The other side of this coin is the fact that as the wholesale lenders 

turn their business in the web, the small traditional brokers are going to find it 
hard to compete.

6.2.3 Customers need personal service after all

Banking and finance is very conventional business, and people (the Finns es

pecially) don’t want to discuss about their wealth in public. Money matters so 

much in their lives that they often want to have a face-to-face relationship with 

the bank personnel. With big decisions, a second or even a third opinion is 
wanted - just in case.

Internet has proven to be the marketing channel of tomorrow, but there is one 

thing, that the web cannot offer: the personal service. Despite smart technolo

gies that put all the data a customer could possibly need for a decision on 

screen, the machines are still unable to deliver officer’s gestures, banking at

mosphere or a cup of coffee. The computer stays cold and distant, and there 

is always a chance of error. Despite the high technological advances in the 

past few years, the total amount of mortgages originated in most European 

countries by direct distribution is still only 1 % of loans outstanding. In the 

United Kingdom, where mortgage broker business and direct selling proce

dures are most advanced, the share of direct selling reached about 6 percent 

in 1999 (Datamonitor, 1999). The market is moving fast, however: the share 

of online originations in Germany is predicted to be 15 % by 2010, although
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the number today is practically zero (Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 7 Janu
ary 2000).

Because of these difficulties in establishing solid customer relationships solely 

through internet, mortgage brokers usually also have offices and call centers 
for customer service. Internet is used to deliver the preliminary prices and of

fers, and the final origination and negotiation is done at the office. This com

bines the informational efficiency of the internet with the personal touch a 

client appreciates. Phone services are also used for answering questions and 
for giving preliminary offers.

The companies are developing technologies to improve the user-friendliness 

and human touch” of the computers. These include different kind of camera 

systems and virtual reality. There are already picture phone systems and 

web-cameras, but the quality, speed and price is not yet there for a normal 

home user. The benefit for a mortgage broker could also be limited, because 

talking through the web takes at least as much time as in the office. Virtual 

reality and artificial intelligence would solve the personnel cost problems, but 

obviously we cannot expect these systems to be in common use until 10-20 
years.

7. Business plan

If one wants to establish the first mortgage brokerage in Finland, the first task 

is to document the business principles to the government and to possible fi

nanciers. The entrepreneur needs also knowledge about the steps he/she has 

to take when founding the business. This business plan summarizes the facts 

we have learnt in the previous chapters. First, the business is described in de
tail for the possible government applications, financing, and other uses. Sec

ondly, the profitability is considered, bearing in mind, that this brokerage will 

be founded in Finland. After that, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 

threats (SWOT) are gathered and discussed. Finally, the business plan is
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concluded with a complete execution plan, which aims In founding a profitable 

mortgage brokerage in Finland, and can be used as a source for government 
documentation purposes.

7.1 The business

In this chapter, we take a look, what kind of business a mortgage brokerage 

is, and how the idea can be implemented in Finland. After describing the main 

idea in detail, it is time to think about the market: what kind of marketing and 

selling activity is needed, what are the possible competitors, and how the bro

kerage can make profitable business in this environment. Finally, a complete 

operating plan for everyday use is laid out together with a personnel plan. 
These descriptions can be used as a base, when applying e.g. government 

subsidies, external funding or venture capital. Please note, that exact financial 
figures are presented in Chapter 7.2.

7.1.1 Description of business

The company operates in a mortgage broker/advisor business. It advises re

tail and commercial borrowers to find the most suitable loan option from the 

Finnish (at first) and Euroland (later) credit markets. It originates the loan for 

the lenders, and charges a fee for that service. The purpose of the operation 

is to offer borrowers the best possible loan options so that they don't have to 

ask loan offers from the lenders themselves. The principal business idea is 
described in Figure 6: Company charges a small initial fee (here 0,1 %) from 

the prospective borrower and a variable fee (here 0,4 %) from the lender after 

origination. The price of the originated loans (0,5 %) will be the same to the 

borrowers after the fees, as it would be, if the borrowers asked for the offers 

themselves and the lenders originated the loans. The target amount of fee 

revenue is 0,5 percent from the amount of the loan, which is approximately 

the same as internationally. The aim is to create a convenient, fast and reli
able service.
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Figure 6. The principal business idea.

"Other loan costs": 0,1
""4

Borrower Fee: 0,1
........ b.

Broker Fee: 0,4 Lender
w- ◄...........

Borrowed: 100 w 
Received: 99,5

Revenue: 0,5 XxzLent: 100
/

Money transfers: borrower 99,5, broker 0,5

The company will be the first or one of the first mortgage/loan brokers in 

Finland, which gives it a competitive advantage over other similar operators in 

the market, if any. In the initial stages, the brokerage will invest heavily to 

modern internet technology to create a low cost/high volume service. This 

technology should be easily adaptable to changes in business volume and 

operating language. Standardization is high, but the customer must always 
have the freedom to choose. To lower the customers' barrier to apply mort

gages online, the web pages will have all the necessary information in addi
tion to calculators and other helps available. Operation of the internet service 

should be as automatic as possible (described later in more detail), and natu

rally it should be open 24 hours a day. Although internet is the prime channel 

of operation, the brokerage will also have a small telephone service and later 

probably small offices in the biggest cities. Customers are encouraged to use 

the internet service with pricing, although the difference between the price of 

personal service and internet service is not large. The offices will be small in 

size to keep costs down - the location of the call center does not have to be 

central, but the customer offices should be located closer to city centers.

Examples from abroad have proven, that mortgage broker business can be 

profitable even in a small scale, like in Finland. The key to profitability is the 

low cost structure described. Additional income can be obtained from remort

gaging old, expensive loans to new ones, and giving financial advice. The 

internet site can sell advertisement space for extra income and to finance its
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own banners. Co-operation agreements can be established with independent 

real estate brokers. There are significant growth opportunities created by the 
euro-zone and growing demand of financial services in the internet. Quick ex
pansion to an international (euro-zone) broker will give competitive advantage 

over other possible entrants. Small inefficiencies of the present European loan 
markets can be exploited as a profiting opportunity at least in the first years of 

operation. Examples from Finland have shown, that the Finns today are very 

good at adopting new influences and technical innovations, which supports 

the hypothesis of success and profitability.

The corporate form will be limited company. Before starting operation, the 

company will have to seek registration from the company register declare to 

be a taxpayer. The Finnish Financial Supervision (Rata) represents the gov

ernment, so it ultimately decides, if the mortgage broker is accepted to com

mence business in Finland. Rata discloses also which permissions, if any, the 

brokerage and brokerages thereafter must have - as Risto Määttänen as

sumed in Chapter 4.3, no special permissions would be needed, since the 

brokerage has no banking activities. Suomen Pankkiyhdistys and all the oper

ating lenders will be contacted in the initial stages, so the necessary partners 

are there before anything else. In addition to these instances, the brokerage 

has to contact the telecommunications authorities to register an internet ad

dress (URL). A ",fi" suffix can be applied from the Finnish authority, but ".com" 

suffixes are registered by Network Solutions in America. The name of the ser

vice has to be usable in all European languages, because the aim is to build a 

European service. A ".com" suffix will be used in countries outside Finland - 
customers with different languages will be transferred to local sites via the 

central site.

To summarize the basic idea: The company aims to be one of the first mort

gage brokers in Finland and one of the first international Euroland brokers. 

The service is to intermediate residential and other loans to individuals and 

smaller companies. The target amount of fee revenue is 0,5 percent of the 

originated loan amount. The competitive advantages are:
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Company is one of the first (or the first) in the target mar
kets.

- low-cost operation through internet
- low need of working capital
- co-operation with real estate agents
- exploitation of inefficiencies in European loan markets
- faster, more convenient service than banks have
- a wide network of contact lenders

And finally: everything the broker does will base on absolute integrity and reli

ability. The broker will always originate the best loan for the customer's point 

of view (e.g. not the loan, that pays the highest commission, if it isn't the best 

option).

7.1.2 Marketing plan

"The art of marketing can be said to be the application of available marketing 

tools and techniques to meet profitably consumer needs. This implies the in

tegration of the various strands of marketing activity into a meaningful whole; 

a marketing plan. ” (Watkins & Wright, 1986)

Marketing plays a vital role in this business venture. The better the company 

markets the business from the beginning, along with a few other considera

tions, the stronger the demand gets. The key element of a successful market

ing plan is to know the customers needs, likes, dislikes and expectations - 

although the online customers are not visibly seen for instant feedback. By 

identifying these factors the company can develop an efficient marketing 

strategy and become a strong player. According to Watkins and Wright 

(1986), the marketing plan consists of several parts, which include auditing 

the status quo, preparing a SWOT analysis and setting objectives based on 

that, defining a marketing strategy for a certain market, preparing budgets and 

campaigns, and finally follow-up. Watkins lists also the key elements of a 

marketing mix of a financial service provider. They are listed below together 

with appropriate solutions for a Finnish mortgage broker (Watkins & Wright, 

1986, adapted from Neil H. Borden: “The Concept of the Marketing Mix” in
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George Schwartz’s “Science in Marketing”, 1965, p. 389-390). Some parts, 

like pricing, are described later in more detail.

Service planning:
The company aims to offer as many mortgage/loan options as it is practically 

possible. The loans offered will be the same as the standard loan options in 

the participating lenders. Special inquiries for other kind of loans can be 

made, but an extra fee will be charged for that. The service will be marketed 

as a one-stop shop for cheap mortgages and loans. In the beginning the main 

targets of the marketing will be 25-40 year-old urban citizens, since they are 

by far the biggest user group of the internet and are receptive to new influ

ences - they are also the ones that take large residential and other loans. Af

ter some brand awareness has been reached among the initial target group, 

the service will also be marketed to other individuals and small companies.

Branding:
The service will have one single brand across the whole marketing area. The 

brand name can very well be in English, since the service is projected to be 

international and consumers nowadays even prefer foreign names. The pro

prietary IT-system for operating the internet site will be branded and trade- 

marked separately for possible licensing purposes. The brand name should 

be relatively short and easy to pronounce in any European language. Above 

all, the URL of the proposed name has to be unregistered with ".com" suffix 

(and preferably also with other common suffixes. At the time of preparing this 

business plan, free URL names include for example the following: euromort- 

gagebroker.com, loansfromeurope.com and letstakealoan.com - euro- 

peloan.com and all the "obvious" names are already taken by U.S. brokers 

and European jobbers.

Pricing:
The price of the service consists of two parts: the initial fee paid by the new 

customer and the originating fee paid by the lender (or taken out from the loan 

amount). The initial fee will be a fixed 50 euros. The originating fee is variable 

depending on the discount given by the lender; the 50-euro prepayment will
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be subtracted from this amount in a manner, that the total cost of the mort

gage equals the cheapest loan available in the free market. Special services 

will be few, like inquiring for exotic types of mortgage, and the charge for 
these will depend on the time used - also the initial fee will be higher. Re

mortgagers of existing loans will have a 30-euro initial payment; their service 

will be as automated as possible.

Quite narrow margins don't allow much space for price promotions, but pro

motions can be used to capture public interest and to enhance the effect of 

the word of mouth. For example, old customers giving their friends a hint of 

the service could get a small finder's fee. Very good clients like wealthy indi

viduals and entrepreneurs can be given small discounts so that the total loan 

cost falls slightly below any cost in the free market. These price promotions 

would be especially important in the ramp-up phases to reach the critical 

mass of customer contacts.

Channels of distribution:
Both borrowers and lenders operate directly with the brokerage. The primary 

channel of distribution will be the internet. Secondary channels are telephone 

and office services, of which the telephone service is mainly used as a service 

helpdesk. Purpose of the operations is, that all the parties involved are ac

tively taking part in the transaction: the borrower gives the information 

needed, the broker handles the evaluation and origination efficiently and the 

lenders give quotes and swiftly approve the originated loans. Secured e-mail 

and other secure electronic techniques will be used as much as possible to 

reduce lead times to a minimum.

Independent real estate agents will be an important distribution channel for 

the brokerage. Contracts will be actively made to ensure a wide and active 

network of co-operators before new competition emerges. For each new cus

tomer paying at least the initial fee, the agents will be credited with a finder's 

fee, which increases as the business volume per month (in number of con

tracts) increases. Best co-operators will be awarded with special bonuses.
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Personal selling:
Because the nature of the service is very personal, the customers have to 
feel, that their case is in good and reliable hands. To make this sure, the bro
ker offers personal advice in addition to the comprehensive information avail

able in the internet. The customers can at any time call advisers that give 

specific information and guide customers through the application process. 

Elder citizens and people not so familiar with the use of internet probably pre

fer personal selling in the office premises.

Internet offers some great ways to personalize selling efforts with a very low 

cost. Prospective customers can subscribe to rate and special discount infor

mation to their personal e-mail addresses. The service can quite easily be 

customized for different kinds of users: first-time borrowers, second mortgage 

seekers or remortgagers. Calculators and other kind of helpers in the pages 

can be adjusted to different kind of circumstances.

Advertising:
After the costs of building the internet operation and establishing technical 

links to the lenders, advertising budget comes the second - although it is the 

biggest in size (Appendix 3). Before launch, known trendsetters, internet ex

perts, journalists and mortgage professionals are invited to test the site and to 

give opinions. After the site is online and working smoothly, a targeted adver

tising campaign will take place together with public relations marketing in the 

media and within the co-operative lenders and real estate agents. Initial ad

vertising will be targeted to 25-40 year-old people living in Southern Finland, 

so appropriate channels are internet, TV and cinema. Newspaper advertise

ments will also take place, but only after a couple of weeks after the launch in 

the other media - people will be more receptive, if they have already seen 

some information about the business in TV and public relations, for example. 

The advertising budget presented in Appendix 3 is based solely on costs of a 

very large internet campaign (for simplicity reasons, to get the idea of the cost 

level); naturally it is not wise to spend all the money in internet advertising, but 

to get attention also other ways.
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The advertising budget should be as large as possible - the launch has to 

create at least several hundreds or even one thousand client contacts in a 

couple of weeks. In our budget, the first campaign takes 108 500 euros (which 
should be well enough). Media contacts will be used to give some "free" pub

lic attention to the new business. The tone of the advertising and PR can be 

intellectually radical; the people have to be made to understand, that they no 
longer have any need to go directly to banks after rate offers. The trendsetters 

are encouraged to spread the word, even if they don't have an immediate 

need for a loan - they will get a finder's fee for every customer they give a 

hint.

Advertising, public relations and other ways of marketing the service should 

be coherent. The corporate image of the brokerage should become clear to 

everyone: the brokerage is a low-cost intermediary for the cheapest possible 

loans through self-service and modern technology - it would be virtually im

possible for an individual to get those cheap loans, that foreign lenders sup

ply.

Promotions:
As mentioned before, much of the promotional work will be done with finder's 

fees and special bonus systems, which are an essential part of the after-sales 

communication with the customer. Since mortgages are not an everyday sub

ject for many, old customers will get a sticker or some other object with their 

personal hint code, so if someone they know is looking for a loan, they can 

easily remember the hint code and collect the bonus - the code can also be 

asked from the internet service. The customers will also get a detailed calcu

lation for their mortgage together with tips, calculations and advice about 

things like early prepayment and remortgaging. If the interest rate environ

ment is good, old customers can be encouraged to remortgage even with 

small prospective savings to be had. Special discounts as a co-operational 

effort can be given to loyal customers of the local internet stockbrokers, for 

example. Ways to promote the business are many, but they must not be given 

too much weight after a critical mass of customers is reached - though one of 

the intriguing possibilities of the web is to create lots of contact points easily.
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Another promotion-enhancing feature of internet business is the easy data 

collection; with a comprehensive database about customers and people inter

ested the promotion can be targeted even to small special groups.

Before starting major operations, it is essentially important to know the market 
mechanics in a certain area. Market research can be used to identify the fac

tors, which consumers use to evaluate financial services from competitive 

suppliers (Watkins & Wright, 1986). These factors, along with hypothetical an

swers (at this point), are:

How do consumers choose?
Since the underlying products and the loan prices are almost the same for all 

mortgage brokers operating in the same area, the main attribute is the quality 

of service. Also reliability and ease of use (concerning the internet site) are 

important factors that affect consumer decisions, when choosing a mortgage 

broker. Friends and family may recommend a broker they have previously 

used.

How can this choice process be influenced by promotional communica
tions most cost effectively (if at all)?
After the initial cost of obtaining a mailing system, sending e-mail is virtually 

free of charge. That is why e-mail should be used as much as possible in 

promotions. Spamming is not the idea, however - e-mail promotions should 

be planned well to avoid any useless information that could irritate receivers. 

Old customers as well as real estate agents can be used as a promotional 

force with hint bonus systems.

What image do consumers hold of competitive suppliers?
There is currently no operating brokers in Finland yet, so the image of the 

start-up mortgage broker may in the beginning become the image of all bro

kers. The image should give an impression of an inexpensive, reliable and ef

ficient service. As competition arises, the broker should strive to keep the 

good reputation it has; increasing the number of international contacts makes 

sure, that the rates are the lowest possible.
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How the consumers can be influenced to switch suppliers?
Most of the customers only need one or two mortgages in a lifetime (if not 
counting remortgaging). That is why they have to choose our broker in the first 

place. When remortgaging is concerned, the broker has to be active to offer 
its services also to clients that have originated their loan with some other bro

ker. In remortgage business, there is some room for price competition, but 

that is not desirable because of the low margins.

What is the media accessibility of consumers?
In the initial target group (25-40 year-old people in Southern Finland), the me

dia accessibility is probably the best it can get in any group in Finland. The 

ones in the target group that use internet as a "natural resource", are very in

terested in anything new that could work for their benefit. Advertising in re

lated sites, like investing and news sites and other finance related pages 

could enhance the accessibility.

7.1.3 Competition

Competition is a way of life. Examples from the United States and other na

tions having mortgage brokers show, that the competition gets fierce very 

quickly after a few brokerages are founded in the neighborhood. The good 

and bad things about competition are not discussed here; instead we take a 
look at current and prospective competition from Finland and abroad. The ef

fect of competition to profits should not be underestimated - it should be 

taken as a natural thing and prepare for it. Because of the volatility and com

petitiveness of the chosen business, it is important to know your competitors.

As it has been said before, there are no operating mortgage brokerages yet in 

Finland, though at least one foreign broker (EuropeLoan.com) is aiming to 

start operations here in the near future (spring 2000). The biggest direct com

petition comes along, if the brokerage expands its operations to other coun

tries, especially those with existing local brokers. That is why the 

internationalization should take the operations first to Euroland countries with 

no or only few mortgage brokers: Germany, Denmark, Austria and Italy, for
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example. It is very likely, that new internet brokers emerge in the near future 
in U K. and the Netherlands, for example, so the internet soon becomes a ma

jor European competitive arena. Especially, if Great Britain and Sweden join 

the Euroland, there is likely to be tough competition, because U.K. has big 

lenders and Sweden has internet knowledge.

There will not be so much direct competition for the Finnish mortgage broker 
in the beginning, but there will be plenty of indirect competition. Obviously, the 

Finnish commercial banks, savings banks and cooperative banks are very im

portant players in the loan markets. The position of banks will be set at the 

negotiations about partnership; if banks refuse to co-operate, they become 

competitors. This development is possible, so one cannot trust the banks' co

operation in the starting phase without any doubt - of course they can be

come partners later. Suomen Hypoteekkiyhdistys ry. should be willing to co

operate, because they only have one office to serve the whole country and 

have potential to loan substantially more than today. In Finland, private com

panies rarely give loans to their employees, so competition is not expected 

from their side.

How could the new brokerage house stand out in this competitive environ

ment? Being one of the first is an advantage, as is the maximal use of internet 

and automated valuation methods straight from the beginning. Using a net

work of foreign lenders, the loan prices can be inched down to levels that in

terest the public - also the arguments of easiness and "best price" are 

interesting. Low price must however not be the primary marketing claim - the 

brokerage should compete with non-price issues as long as it is possible to 

avoid price erosion to unhealthy levels. After-sales servicing is easy with elec

tronic databases and cheap with e-mail, so the broker could offer services the 

others don't have, for example automatic notifications for remortgaging possi

bilities. Low overhead costs allow the brokerage to stay in black much longer 

in difficult times than banks, for instance.

As new competition emerges, the company will gather information from all 

available sources about new innovations and operating methods. Information
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can also be had from U S. markets, since almost all innovations in this indus

try are up to these days born there. This information will be used as a bench
mark in developing the business. The targets of benchmarking and product 

development are:

- to offer above-average profitability
- to keep or increase market share
- to maintain the public interest
- to become and remain the industry leader in main markets

7.1.4 Pricing and Sales

The pricing of the mortgage broker service is quite simple: the broker usually 

takes everything to be had between the lender's price and the final borrowers 

price. In a competitive environment and especially in the internet, there has to 

be room to give discounts and stay profitable, so the broker has to take all the 

measures to create enough volume. Many brokers are simultaneously finan

cial consultants, like insurance brokers, which also creates buffer for the main 

business's pricing options. Price wars are not for entrepreneurs' benefit, so 

they should be avoided; good clients could get discounts, but the table rates 

should stay at a conveniently profitable level.

When a customer asks the broker for loan offers, he/she will be charged a 50- 

euro initial fee. This is done, because otherwise some customers could mis

use the broker's services just asking for quotes. The total price of the service 

stays the same independent of the initial fee (without any discounts), so if fifty 

euros is perceived as "expensive", it can be lowered to get the deal. If the 

customer does not want or cannot take a mortgage, there are no other 

charges than the initial fee. If some customer is seemingly below limits to re

ceive any kind of loans (including subprime options), he/she will not be 

charged the initial fee, but advised to come back after the requirements are 

met.

There obviously cannot be a single broker fee that could be used in all in

stances, especially if the brokerage operates in multiple countries and with
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heterogeneous lenders. At a minimum, the broker fee has to equal all the 
charges that lenders take for valuing and originating the loan - the job that is 

now done by the broker. Since the loan interest rates also carry lenders’ own 

overhead costs, a small virtual discount (that is paid to the broker as cash) 
from that rate should be negotiable. The target total amount of fees per loan is 

at least 0,5 percent of the loan amount - to put it in numbers, 500 euros for a 

100 000 euro loan.

7.1.5 Operating procedures, personnel

The mortgage brokerage has to develop efficient ways to operate, if it is going 

to offer its services at a competitive price and make profit. Internet and auto

mation are the basic keywords for efficient brokering, but the management 

also has to find the right people to operate the business. Moreover, the people 

have to be motivated to do the right things for the company's success. That is 

why the mortgage broker needs a detailed operating plan together with per

sonnel management plan.

The first task is to create the website and negotiate with lenders. Rather than 

hiring a full-time employee for the site-building job, the brokerage should pre

fer buying the site from a dedicated company, because the operating and de

veloping the site further is easier and less costly that way. The website itself 

would run in a rented server at first to save in capital expenditure and to en

sure as smooth operation as possible. The management should study the 

possibility to create automatic property valuation methods together with inter

ested lenders, and also give site builders some responsibility in the develop

ing process. The management will also make sure, that all the information on 

the site is accurate and the terms of different lenders precisely correct. An 

adequate amount of participating lenders in this stage is five, at minimum, of 

which at least one has to be foreign. Real estate agents in Southern Finland 

will be contacted, and co-operation agreements with the interested agents will 

be signed. As soon as the site and the concept of operation are clear, em

ployees of the call-center will be hired and trained. This developing stage 

should take no longer than 3-4 months.
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At the first stages of the real operation, the mortgage broker has to cope with 

only few employees to keep the costs as low as possible. The most important 

thing is to keep the website open for customers, so at least one employee 
from the site builder group has to be there. He/she will also be responsible for 

the real time database of mortgage quotes. The small call-center, which can 
be located practically anywhere in the Helsinki city area, would have 1-2 em

ployees at first, but a capability to increase the number to ten at a short no

tice, if the business booms (training a new employee should not take longer 

than a week). The call center will post applications to lenders and to do the 

necessary paper work of the origination. The management will negotiate more 

participating lenders, which is easier now, as the system is online and work

ing. During this stage, at which the first commercials appear in the media and 

public relations activity is high, a target amount of participating lenders is 

eight, of which at least two should be foreign. A few contracts should be 

closed to create positive cash flow and to spread the word through hint bo

nuses - even if the first customers have to be given extra discounts. A good 

target for the first month could be 20-30 closed deals.

As the public interest arises and demand picks up, the site has to be online 24 

hours a day, so extra help will be hired to the IT-support, if necessary. The 

workload of the call center can be quite heavy for some time after the 

advertising campaign - extra workforce may be needed there also. Hiring new 

employees is very expensive in Finland, so the management should be aware 

of not taking too many employees - management can take calls during peak 

times, if the demand is unexpectedly high. Three employees should be able to 
handle the situation at the office, while the entrepreneur uses his/her time to 

create new contacts. If the demand is lower than expected (say, only ten 

deals are closed during the first month), more resources will be focused on 

marketing and PR.

After 7-10 months of operation, the business should break even, if everything 

goes well (see detailed calculations in Chapter 7.2). This would mean about 

50-60 closed deals per month. These first customers from the first months are 

especially important for the success of the brokerage, because there probably
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is not enough money to advertise constantly in the media. Motivation of the 
co-operating real estate agents is also important; they will be encouraged to 

better sales with bonuses. If there are enough resources and the interest 

rates prefer it, the company will seek more foreign lenders.

It is fairly difficult to forecast the future of the company from a few months on
wards, because the business environment is not clear: the Finnish banks' co

operation is not guaranteed, and the public attitude and interest is hard to 

predict. Fortunately the public attitude towards Finnish banks is sour because 

of the slow service in the offices, which could prove to be useful in marketing. 

Despite the difficulty of predicting the future, the next chapter tries it by using 

three scenarios. Examples from countries with mortgage brokers show, that 

the business can be started even with very little capital - in the present case, 

the capital need is somewhat bigger because of the site building and equip

ment. Detailed numerical discussion follows.

7.2 Financial data

Now it is time to calculate, if there is chance for a mortgage broker to be prof

itable in Finland. Up to this point, the business plan has tried to find ways, 

how the profitability could be achieved, and how the business should be run - 

now it is time to enter figures to calculations and see a realistic view of the 

prospects. The assumptions are based on real-life numbers, where possible, 

and if not, they are very rigorous to avoid any miss-optimism. First, the budg

ets are made for the first five years of operation. After the need of funding is 

estimated, possible sources of start-up capital are discussed as well as possi

bilities to get any external funding at all. After that, cash flow and balance 

sheet estimates are calculated along with the income projections for the first 

five years. Finally, a break-even is laid out to summarize the profitability pros

pects and the possibilities of success.

All of these calculations are based on three possible scenarios: optimistic, re

alistic and pessimistic (Appendix 1). The optimistic case would be a dream 

come true, and possibilities for that are probably 10-20 percent. The realistic
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scenario is the most probable to happen - without any big problems, the busi

ness should be profitable according to calculations. If everything goes slower 

than expected, and the great effort given to advertising is practically wasted, 

then we end up in the pessimistic scenario. The difference between scenarios 

comes from three things: number of closed deals, amount of banner sales (on 

site) and number of employees (number of employees stays low, if business 

is slow). In Figure 7 is the number of closed deals in different scenarios:

Figure 7. Number of closed deals per month in the first year.

Number of closed deals/month

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

• optimistic —■—realistic —*—pessimistic

Since the 50-euro initial fee quite effectively eliminates the possibility, that 

someone would just inquire loan options without any plans to take one, it has 

been assumed, that there are no single initial fees gathered; all the customers 

that pay the fee, take a loan. The average size of a loan is 80 000 euros, 

about 476 000 Finnish marks. The remortgage clients are not counted in to 

these numbers, because their amount is difficult to predict - likewise, any dis

counts or finder's fees are not there, so these two work in opposite directions. 

In addition to originating loans, the brokerage gets some income also from 

selling banner slots to its internet site. The sales of these slots are heavily de

pendent on the traffic of the site and may find out to be hard to get in the first 

months, so the first estimates are scaled down to very small figures. The VAT- 

free sales figures for the different scenarios are presented below. In the first 

year there are more important things to handle than banners, so the numbers
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are quite small, but if the site becomes popular, the sales can grow nicely 
(see Figure 10).

Figure 8. VAT-free income from selling banner space on site (in euros).

Amount of banner sales/month

800

optimistic —realistic pessimistic

Figures 9 and 10 are similar to the previous Figures, but the time scale is the 

whole five-year period. As it can be seen, without a proper break-through the 

number of deals as well as the banner sales stay down. That is because in a 

competitive environment, it is extremely hard to come a second time, espe

cially if funds are relatively low like in our calculations. The financial results 

from these scenarios are presented later.
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Figure 9. Number of closed deals per year.

Number of closed deals/year

1500

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
optimistic realistic pessimistic

Figure 10. Amount of VAT-free banner sales per year (in euros).

Amount of banner sales/year
16000

14000

12000

10000

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
optimistic realistic pessimistic

If we bear in mind, that year 1999 about 140 000 loans were granted to 

households (using the FIM 500 000 average size) in Finland, a "normal" year 

would probably mean around 55 000 - 65 000 new loans, like estimated in 

Chapter 5.4 (1999 was an especially good year for credit markets). In that 

perspective, the 2000 origination target for the optimistic scenario in year five 

is fairly shy - only a bit over three percent share of the originated loans. The 

growth potential is much bigger than even the optimistic scenario takes into 

account, but the aim of this business plan is to be as conservative as possible
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- not to give the impression, that a single brokerage with low marketing 

budget could immediately take tens of percents of market share.

7.2.1 Budgets

To effectively manage the finances of the new broker, sound and realistic 

budgets are made by determining the actual amount of money needed to 
open the business (start-up costs) and the amount needed to keep it open 

(operating costs). The first step is to devise a start-up budget. The start-up 

budget includes such one-time-only costs as bigger computer equipment pur

chases, rent guarantee, legal advice and licensing costs.

A complete start-up budget is presented in Appendix 2. The budget is an es

timate of income and expenses during the first three months of operation, 

when the internet site is not yet open for public. As it was mentioned before, 

the aim is to keep costs and working capital as low as possible. For that rea

son, the entrepreneur does most of the work, and for most time there is only 

one employee. The planning and coding of the internet site is outsourced as 

well as some key planning of the advertisement campaign. A small office is 

rented during the first month and furnished - a couple of computers, fixed 

internet lines and equipment like that are bought. Mandatory payments are 

made for business permits, but expert advice should be minimal.

An operating budget (Appendix 3) will be used, when the brokerage is actually 

ready to open for business, and onwards. This should happen no longer than 

three months from starting operations. The operating budget will reflect the 

priorities in terms of how the money is spent, the expenses that will incur and 

how those expenses will be met (income). The budget starts from month 4, 

since the start-up budged covered months 1-3. Detailed, monthly estimates 

are made from the first year, after that the estimates are annual. As it can be 

seen, most of the funds go to advertising, because this is a consumer busi

ness. The first marketing campaign is actually so important and so costly, that 

it will be capitalized to improve the balance sheet - the details for that will be 

explained in Chapter 7.2.4. At this point, the costs of going abroad and estab-
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lishing offices are not estimated; the brokerage should at first show growth 

and good profit improvement to get more external funding.

The figures in budgets are as realistic as possible. Site building and IT- 
support costs are based on an offer made by Janne Muhonen from Hostbust

ers Oy (Appendix 4). The IT-equipment costs are pretty small, so they will not 

be capitalized. The banner advertising costs are based on an offer by Petra 

Hyvärinen from WOW-verkkobrandit Oy (Appendix 5), one of the leading 

internet content providers in Finland. Advertising costs after the big campaign 

are estimated together with Petra Hyvärinen. Monthly rent payments and the 

rent guarantee lay on the assumption, that the first office (place for call center 
and management) will be one of the smallest available (about 60-80 m2) and 

are estimated by Merita Kiinteistöt Oy. The insurance payments have been 

estimated together with Sampo Oy. The start-up-loan is a 10 year annuity 

loan with a nominal interest rate of 5,5 % p.a.

7.2.2 Share- and debt capital sources

If we assume, that the entrepreneur (together with other possible sharehold

ers) invests 150 000 euros of shareholder capital to the company, the calcula

tions show, that the need for debt capital is in the region of 200 000 euros. 

Less is enough, if conditions are very good and the optimistic or realistic sce

nario will most likely happen, but there should be some margin to cover ex

traordinary expenses and to meet capital adequacy rules. If the pessimistic 

scenario would happen, the capital need is so much bigger, that there proba

bly is no chance for a start-up to get such funding - the option in that case 

would be to seek arrangements with venture capitalists, for example. It is 

probably not wise to "overprepare" for the disaster scenario in the beginning 

however, when the money is hard to get.

In the starting phases, much of the funding has to come from the entrepre

neurs). Assuming there are no millionaires involved that would like to invest 

all to a single venture, the company has to seek external funding - either 

share- or debt capital. Debt capital can in this context be assumed as manda

tory, and a bank is a natural place to find it in Finland. If the entrepreneur
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owns a real estate or a flat, It can be used as a collateral, when applying the 

loan. Also securities can be pledged, but then they cannot be sold without 

special arrangements. In the calculations it is assumed, that the entrepreneur 
gets a loan of 200 000 euros. For simplicity the loan is taken as a 10-year an

nuity loan with a nominal interest rate of 5,50 %.

After a while, the business needs more funding to grow. This capital, however, 

is not taken into account in the calculations for two simple reasons: 1) it would 

be impossible to predict injections like that years before and 2) the business 

has to show its strength with less capital to attract more. In Finland, the gov

ernment-subsidized Sitra and Finnvera might be places to find low-interest 

rate funding. Finnvera may invest in start-up firms, and is also very liberal with 

the collateral - a company with excellent prospects does not necessarily need 

a collateral to get a small (about FIM 100 000 = EUR 16 800) start-up loan. If 

the business idea is good and the financial calculations show a good path, 

Suomen Itsenäisyyden Juhlarahasto (Sitra) could be a source for minority 

shareholder capital. The investments are bigger than Finnvera's loans (typi

cally over 100 000 euros), but the business idea has to be in the top decile to 

get funding. Also, the idea or business process should be protectable from 

copying - which mortgage brokerage unfortunately is not, so Sitra most pos

sibly would not invest in this business.

Other sources of financing are venture capital and private placements. For a 

start-up in other than pure technology sector, venture capital may be harder to 

find, but if the business shows good development after say one year, it starts 

to interest more instances. One of the only large venture capital investors in 

Finland is CapMan Capital Management Oy, but one can not trust to get fi

nancing from them - they are very strict in their investments, since they get 

the most applications. Sure it would be worth trying to apply. Private place

ments, however, could be a better and easier way to get risk capital. Many 

brokers and asset management companies arrange private placement rounds 
for young companies at a reasonable cost - and these days there are many 

interested private investors, who are willing to take somewhat more risk to get 

better yields for their money.
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When applying for a loan or contacting prospective investors, the company 

has to have clear reasons, why it would be wise to give a loan or invest in it. 

For our startup mortgage brokerage, these reasons are pretty much the same 
as the core competencies described in Chapter 7.1.1. These reasons wrap 

around two headlines: risk and return. Being first in the market and operating 

with a low costs and low working capital means less risk (as well as return for 

invested capital). Efficient co-operation with lenders and real estate agents 

increases public interest through visibility and product scope, which creates 

potential for good profits. Exploitation of inefficiencies (comparable to arbi

trage) enhances the profit development and growth, even if the inefficiency 

would disappear in a couple of years. Some could well argue, that this kind of 

brokerage business is highly sensitive to economic cycles - which is partly 

true. A counterargument for that would be the fact that low overhead costs al

low the brokerage to stay in black much longer in difficult times than banks, 

for instance.

7.2.3 Balance sheet

The balance sheet estimates for the five first years of operation are presented 

in Appendix 6. The figures presented are based on the realistic scenario. In

tangible fixed assets include the capitalized advertising expenses from 

months 4-6, which will be depreciated in five years (for simplicity it is as

sumed, that the depreciation takes place on the last day of the year). Receiv

ables contain 25 % of the monthly banner sales. Finally, the start-up loan is 

presented on interest-bearing liabilities, and will be amortized in ten years 

time (in monthly annuities), as explained in the former chapter. Since mort

gage broker business is not capital-intensive (not counting the advertising 

costs), the balance sheet is not so important an estimate than P&L account or 

especially cash flows, so we look at them in more detail.

7.2.4 Income projections (profit & loss accounts)

As the costs are budgeted and the sales estimates are found from the scenar

ios, it is time to look the profitability in the form of profit and loss accounts 

(Appendix 7). This is also where the number of employees in different scenar-
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¡os plays an important role - work force is costly in Finland. The only assump
tions made here concern other operating income/expense (assumed zero) 

and extraordinary income/charges (assumed as presented). The extraordinary 

charges for the first year amount a hefty 44 000 euros in all scenarios to pre

pare for unexpected costs. In short form, the realistic scenario P&L accounts 

for the first five years look as follows:

Table 1. Profit and loss accounts In short form.

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Net turnover 224800 325000 447000 549000 651000
Cost of sales -136886 -87170 -103760 -125250 -140495
Gross profit or loss 87914 237830 343240 423750 510505

Distribution costs -190006 -168000 -167000 -167000 -167000
Administrative expenses -16153 -15183 -16230 -20278 -20802
Other operating income/exp 0 0 0 0 0
Operating lease payments -4000 -6000 -8000 -10000 -12000
Depreciation -23001 -23001 -23001 -23001 -23001
Operating profit -145246 25646 129009 203471 287702

Interest payable -10615 -9744 -8825 -7853 -6827
Extraordinary income 0 0 0 0 0
Extraordinary charges -26000 -20000 -20000 -20000 -20000
Pre-tax profit -61104 -4098 100184 175618 260875

Tax 0 0 -29053 -50929 -75654
Tax reserve -71719 -85562 5797 173561 427609

Profit/loss for the period -61104 -4098 71130 124688 185221

The "Profit/loss for the period"-line is typical for a start-up company: at first, it 

is deeply in the red, then it begins to turn and finally profitability is reached. As 

it has been said earlier, sizable cost budgets are prepared to ensure a true 

and realistic view to the prospects of the business; if everything would go 

smoothly, very large sums of capital would be saved to accelerate growth and 

to show profit earlier. This would also help to get additional capital to the 

company, which will be definitely needed for starting foreign operations.

In the monthly estimates, in the line "Distribution costs" the costs of the first 

advertising campaign are showed, but those costs are not calculated to the 

P&L as such - instead they are capitalized and will be depreciated in five
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years using straight line depreciation. Since it is possible to deduct previous 
losses and interest payments in taxation, they have been taken into account 

in the "Tax reserve"-line. There are deductible losses and interest payments 

from income tax as long as the reserve is in minus - VAT is taken straight 

away.

7.2.5 Cash flow projections

The most important part of the business plan (after the idea, of course) are 

the cash flow estimates. That is because there always has to be enough liquid 

assets to cover all sorts of payments and charges. The cumulative margin be

tween cash inflows and cash outflows is called overdraft. The overdraft cannot 

in any circumstances go below zero, because that means the company goes 

bankrupt. In fact, there has to be a clear margin, since costs of avoiding bank

ruptcy start to rise near the crisis level. Graphs for the overdraft are presented 

in the next chapter together with some break-even analysis.

In Appendix 8, where the cash-flow estimates are, the capitalized marketing 

campaign in months 4-6 is marked with gray. It has been moved from the 

overhead line to capex line because of this one-time operation. As it also can 

be seen, no additional injections of debt capital are estimated - although the 

need for that can occur after one year, if business starts slow.

7.2.6 Break-even analysis

Probably the best thing in the planned business is the relatively early break

even point. Working capital need and costs are low, which give a possibility to 

make profit already in the first year. The graphical break-even analysis is 

shown here - the figures are from the P&L statement (Appendix 7) and the 

cash flow projections (Appendix 8). Figure 11 shows the projected net profit 

development in the first year depending on the scenario. The sudden profit 

increase between months 4-6 is not "real" in the sense that the business 

would have broken even; it is the effect of capitalizing all marketing expenses 

from that period (depreciated in five years). Furthermore, the kink in the opti

mistic scenario in month 12 occurs, because the tax reserve becomes used, 

and the company has to pay corporate taxes for the first time.
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Figure 11. Monthly net profit development by scenario.
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The effect of the capitalized marketing campaign does not show in the P&L 

side, but obviously the campaign has to be paid. Looking at the net cash flow, 

the payments are clearly seen to drop the cash flow:

Figure 12. Net cash flow during months 2-12.
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To make sure, that the brokerage stays in business despite start-up costs, 

one has to see the cash situation. At first, there are share- and debt capital. 

When the business starts, investments and payments are made from these
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funds. Common sense says, that there always has to be money to pay the 
creditors; cumulative cash flow (sometimes called overdraft) shows the cash 

situation independent from capitalization (Figure 13). It must not in any cir

cumstances fall below zero, or even come close to that.

Figure 13. Cumulative net cash flow after five months.
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Looking the above Figure it would seem, that there will be enough cash even 

in the worst scenario, and the "death-valley" time would not destroy this busi

ness. The volumes are expected to be still very small after one year, so addi

tional investments and marketing are needed to reach a good level of sales. 

In the optimistic scenario, second year earnings will be plentiful considering 

the age of the company, but even in that case the net cash flow will be close 

to zero:
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Figure 14. Projected net cash flow up to five years.
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Looking again the cumulative side of the cash balance, one can notice, that 

with the pessimistic cash flows the brokerage will not survive without extra 

funding. If extra financing is available, the future looks brighter. The brokerage 

has to reach a certain size and customer base for the positive divergence of 

reputation and volume to engage.

Figure 15. The business would not survive the pessimistic scenario without new capi
tal.
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To summarize the profitability expectations: With adequate funding at start-up, 
the brokerage is expected to become profitable even if the amount of loans 

originated was 2-3 percent of all residential loans and even if the brokerage 

operated just in Finland. If the first marketing campaign succeeds very well, 
the positive relationship between volume, service quality and reputation be

gins to work for the company. If it doesn't, there are problems ahead, but if the 
company can find funding (assuming the business looks like projected), re

sults start to show in the third or fourth year at latest (and again with very de

cent volumes) in the "disaster" scenario.

7.3 SWOT-analysis

The framework for starting a Finnish mortgage broker is now clear by the 

numbers. The calculations based on estimates are not worth much, however, 

is the estimations about the future are wrong. In this chapter, a good old 

SWOT-analysis is broken down to summarize and to present the underlying 

facts that either support or hamper the success of the new company. It should 

be noted, that this analysis is as objective as possible (or even conservative), 

because the purpose is to realistically find out, if the business would succeed 

in Finland.

Strengths
Starting from the strengths to build on, a clear advantage is to be the first or 

one of the very first internet-based entrepreneurs in the target countries. This 

is because the concept can be copied quite easily from one country to another 

(which is both a pro and a con), and being within the first creates at least 

some competitional advantage. The concept of internet-brokerage has been 

proven to be successful in the United States, so it should be fairly easy to get 

well-educated Finns interested about the service. Known business models, as 

well as software, could easily be adapted from United States. One thing to 

keep in mind is that the internet penetration is already very high in Finland, 

and although most of the software used is in English, the language is no prob

lem to young Finns. The capacity of an internet service is easy to increase if

needed.
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A definite strength of this business idea is the low amount of working capital 
needed; after start-up, the financial risks are reasonable even for an individual 

to carry. For example, when going abroad, the company does not have to buy 

an own server for every country; there can be only one server that runs all the 

different national pages. The company also has no need to invest in prestig

ious premises, because in the beginning there will only be phone service, and 

after that the office furniture is irrelevant, if the service is good and the loans 

are cheap. According to the calculations made, the brokerage (if everything 

does not go wrong) should also be in black quite soon, which makes it less 

risky to operate - debt capital is also easier to get.

Weaknesses
Low entry barrier is probably the greatest weakness this business plan has. 

Ways to lift the barrier are also few, although setting up a quality internet site 

is more difficult than to open a phone service. Being first in a market is an ad

vantage, but the first ones have most job to study regulations and to get all 

kinds of permits, which makes it more attractive to be the second - actually 

the Finnish regulation has been studied in this paper, so the task gets a bit 

easier for the first broker. In Finland, for instance, the credit check is not stan

dardized in any way, so the first broker should have to create a standard, and 

other brokers could copy it. As with virtually any business, it is hard to go 

abroad, but for a mortgage broker it can be harder, since people are suspi

cious about foreign lenders (not to mention borrowers). As the customers get 

accustomed to mortgage brokerage services, this weakness can effectively be 

resolved.

Opportunities
"Internet creates opportunities", they say - and they are very much right. In 

internet, the location of the business has no importance, so the opportunities 

to grow and to invent wholly new business models exist. A full-automatic ser

vice for initiative customers could be one way to generate good cash flow with 

low costs. The basic software could be licensed to other operators in the mar

ket, because they would otherwise device their own - it is better to exploit the
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demand than to watch them benchmark and overtake you. E-mail could be 

used as a vehicle of follow-up and additional sales for example through re

mortgaging.

The euro creates opportunities, whose effect is amplified by the fact that the 

merchandise is immaterial. An obvious opportunity is the large customer 
base. In the present transitional phase of the European Monetary Union, the 

lack of uniformity and interest rate convergence could be utilized to create 

business in countries that have expensive loan markets. European companies 

with excess funds could co-operate as lenders, because there is no exchange 

risk.

Other opportunities include for example new products, that can be developed 

in co-operation with the lenders. Track record adjusted mortgage and sub- 

prime mortgage (see Chapter 2.2) have been successful products in other 

countries, so there is most likely demand also in Finland. Financial consulting 

in a form of fund and insurance brokering could be a complementary addition 

to the loan brokerage service.

If the business can grow profitably, it will, but the principal aim is not to grow 

outside Europe. Good and profitable operation in Finland is the first goal and 

has to be there, before internationalization can happen. Later, if the business 

turns out to be a great success, the ultimate goal could be a stock market list

ing for example to Helsinki New Market or to the Xetra system. Otherwise it 

will remain as a private company - which is not a bad option either.

Threats
As for any new business, the start-up phase is sensitive to disruptions, of 

which many are difficult to avoid - they can just happen. These include, for 

example, market slow-down due rising interest rates and an inefficient market

ing campaign. Technical difficulties with the internet site could harm the busi

ness for a long time, although most users are used to "normal" ramp-up 

problems like slow operation.
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Some threats are born by the fact, that the brokerage is trying to sell a new 

kind of service to a market dominated by big traditional players. Resistance 

and retaliation from the banks side would make it more difficult to get enough 

interested lenders - it would also be a bigger step for customers to have prin

cipally only foreign lender options. Rigid public attitude could be a potential 
problem at first, but can be efficiently tackled with right kind of marketing. If 

attitude towards brokers is good, there is soon going to be competition in the 

market; that is why it is important to be one of the first brokers.

7.4 Execution plan

The plans for a Finnish mortgage/loan broker are now ready; the business is 

described in detail, the marketing plan is there and finally the calculations 

show, that profitable business could be achieved within 1-2 years, even during 

the first year. Only thing missing is a concrete plan, how the business is going 

to be started with all the little steps it might need. In this execution plan, these 

phases are put in order basing on the previous chapters. This plan is made for 

the first three months only; that is why the steps taken will be the same inde

pendent from what scenario will follow after that.

7.4.1 First month

The budget does not include any salaries for the first month. It means, that the 

entrepreneur is alone at this point, seeking partners and taking care of the le

gal procedures. There are also no sales yet - just expenses. The goal after 

the first month is to have a rented office space fully furnished, all the permis

sions needed and a few lender and real estate broker contacts. The planning 

and creation of the internet site should start as soon as possible.

Before anything else, the soon-to-be mortgage broker should investigate the 

market. All the credit institutions in Finland should be personally contacted 

and informed about the new service that could benefit them. A good way to 

sell the idea is to prepare a short slideshow for the central topics, and think all 

the sides in advance - the second chapter of this paper can be a great help 

for that. Known international lenders, such as ABB Finance, should also be
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contacted for preliminary discussions. If a ready standard form used in some 

other country for loan origination can be found, it will be used with local ad

justments, if needed. If there is no standard form, the broker should negotiate 
with the lenders about the ways of operation. In an optimal situation, an auto

matic property valuation method (APV) could be devised with interested lend

ers.

The brokerage needs the following registrations:

- company registration (Patentti-ja rekisterihallitus)

- corporate tax registration (Verohallinto)

- VAT registration (Verohallinto)

- employer registration (Verohallinto)

- the URL name (Network Solutions or someone else)

These registrations are almost free of charge. The company registration costs 

FIM 1500. The URL name costs $35 per year at Network Solutions, and it will 

be locked up for the maximum period of ten years ($350).

After the company name is registered, the new managing director can start to 

make contracts in its name. First task is to secure the funding of the broker

age. The funding sources were discussed in Chapter 7.2.2. The conclusion 

was, that a bank loan might be one of the only options in the beginning, if the 

entrepreneur does not have excellent relationships ready with private place

ment investors. The financial calculations from the appendices can be used 

both in loan and in venture capital applications. Finnvera would probably in

vest a small amount of capital to the company.

Searching and renting the office comes after the funding is clear. Preferably 

the office (where the call center and management will be situated) should be 

in the Helsinki area, but central location is not the first priority - rents per 

square meter are over twice as high in the center than they are two-three 

kilometers away. 80 square meters will do for the start; the cost will be about 

one thousand euros per month. The rent guarantee is three months' rent, 

3000 euros is budgeted for that. About 10 000 euros are budgeted for office
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equipment (three computers, some telephones, fax, small copier) and furni

ture (working desks).

Internet page developers are contacted as soon as possible, so the site build

ing process can start. The budgeted sum for this is 2666 euros, which is a re
alistic level according to the offer given by Hostbusters Oy (see Appendix 4). 

The coders should be pointed out, that the functionality and reliability of the 

site are the main priorities - not nice graphics, fancy design or things like that. 

The more reliable the site will be, the less money it takes to operate it. If pos

sible, the company that builds the pages should also be the same company, 

which rents the server space and bandwidth, to avoid possible technical diffi

culties in the future. The banner sales can be taken care of by contacting an 

internet advertising company like 24/7 or Doubleclick - the management has 

no time to other things than the core business.

The entrepreneur should actively seek for possible partners and contacts. If 

he/she manages to find an interested partner, the funding problems are 

smaller, and there is no longer need to do everything on your own. If finding a 

partner seems too difficult, then it is time to hire the first employee. Recruiting 

costs are projected to be close to zero - it means, that the employee should 

be found either from a business school, from within friends or from the em
ployment exchange office. If the new employee wants to become a partner, it 

would be even better.

7.4.2 Second month

During the second month, everything is to be prepared for the opening of the 

business. The new employee will help with the day-to-day tasks, and should 

learn the basic principles of the business so well, that he/she can train others 

later. At least the beta version of the site should be up and running. Standard 

forms and possible secure electronic connections to lenders should be tested 

with care. Final contracts with at least five lenders will be signed. Marketing 

and advertising planning will start and promotional material will be ordered.
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It is vitally important to learn all the little details that lenders need from the bor

rower candidates. If possible, the broker should seek a possibility to develop a 

same kind of point giving method that lenders use to rate the borrowers. If it is 
in any way possible, the own method should be always used to avoid using 

several different systems for the same job. The method should be developed 
in close co-operation with the first lender contacts to ensure, that the lenders 

will get enough convincing information to close deals without an increased 

fear of loan losses.

Premarketing and usability testing can commence, as soon the beta site is 

running. In co-operation with a real estate broker, for example, some real cli

ents could be found to evaluate the site and the service. If the test customers 

find anything to argue about or to develop better, small changes can still be 

made before the launch. Real loans can be originated, if the test customers 

want to arrange their financing at the same time - routines will develop and 

bottlenecks can be found.

7.4.3 Third month

Systems developing and rigorous testing of the internet site will continue in 

the third month - hopefully the last month, before the business can really be

gin. Employee number two will be hired and trained for many tasks he/she 

has to cope with in the office: answering questions, asking right questions, 

originating loans and using the machinery in the most effective way. The 

search for new contacts (both agents and lenders) continues. The advertise

ments both to internet and conventional media should be ready to roll.

The most time-consuming task is to find the lenders, and to prepare the sys

tems to be used. It is almost certain (knowing the bureaucracy that many 

lenders have) that one single solution will not be there on time. That is why 

there is Plan В to use all the separate the existing credit check and risk 

measurement techniques of the lenders - but for a very limited time only. 

Otherwise three months should be fairly enough to prepare for the launch. 

One cannot be overly optimistic about that, however - there is an old rule of 

thumb, that when this kind of operations are planned, the time and the money
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spent may both double. The pessimistic scenario described in Chapter 7.2 

was the kind of costly possibility.

8. Summary and conclusions

8.1 Summary

Mortgage brokerage industry will soon emerge in Finland. This paper has 

given several reasons for that. Firstly, the business has proven to be profit

able and very popular in the North America, United Kingdom and the Nether

lands. Secondly, the advantages of having mortgage brokers in the market 

are evident, and the disadvantages are few. Thirdly, there are no foreseeable 

obstacles to start a brokerage here; finance legislation is almost the same in 

Finland than everywhere else in the European Union. Furthermore, internet 
and the common currency euro make it easy to offer brokerage services to 

large crowds with low cost, and to expand the geographical network of lend

ers and borrowers. Finally, realistically made financial calculations show, that 

a brokerage could reach profitability with a market share of only 1-2 percent of 

the originated loans (which is not away from the lenders, since this is an in

termediary business).

This paper was divided in two parts: the common part and the business plan.

In the common part, we learned, how the mortgage brokerages work, what 

services they offer and what do they charge for their service. We learned, that 

there are several types of brokers: traditional brokers, internet brokers and 

mortgage auction sites. Each of them have many lender contacts (even hun

dreds), which makes the loan market much more efficient a system. In the 

United States, the business is well regulated, and those regulations were 

studied; same kind of regulations could be needed in Europe in the future, as 

the markets evolve. The impact of the internet can make mortgage brokers
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large and profitable businesses, and the euro allows them to have lenders 

and borrowers in many European countries without any currency risk.

The aim of the business plan was to find out, if a mortgage brokerage could 

be profable in Finland. Financial calculations showed, that profitability could 
be reached quite soon even though very conservative estimates were used. If 

the business was to expand abroad, the volumes would be a lot bigger - the 

Finnish loan market is microscopic in a European perspective. Because of my 

personal interest, I expanded the core financial calculations to a complete 

plan with strategy and marketing plans. With these plans, founding a mort

gage/loan brokerage in Finland is easier; the entrepreneur knows, what has to 

be taken into account. It was surprising to find out, that the new business 

would not need any specific legislation whatsoever - Finland would and will 

take same kind of approach to this subject as the Netherlands, for example, 

and not regulate mortgage brokers in a spesific manner.

8.2 Conclusions

Despite its fairly practical approach, this study should be seen in a broader 

context. The credit markets have in fact been quite similar in Finland for at 

least a century. For historical reasons, banks dominate the loan market, and 

there has up to this point been only one or a few lenders offering "real" (prop

erty-attached, that is) mortgages. The mortgage brokerage institution that 

most probably will soon emerge in Finland will change the picture more than 

one would think at first. Reasons for that are the following:

- Brokers bring more competition to the market in two distinctive 

ways: by increasing transparency and by offering foreign op

tions. This increases efficiency.

- Mortgage brokers are active in product development and re

mortgaging. This may increase the market size and remove in

efficiency.
- Evidence from other countries shows, that brokers may well 

take a market share of over 50 percent of all originations. This
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changes the operations of banks and other lenders (they will fo
cus on the financing, not to the origination).

- Brokers offer employment. Banks, however, can cut staff and 

become more effective.

Banks and the whole society should be aware of this kind of likely changes in 
historic market composition. Without proper information about the advantages 

and disadvantages, people and organizations may feel uncomfortable with the 

change. For example, if one would ask the biggest Finnish banks now, almost 

certainly the reaction would be defensive. However, if the system was ex

plained with the same kind of accuracy and objectivity as in this paper, the 

opinions might be fairly different. There should be no doubt, that consumers 

would not like the service, but especially the large and powerful Finnish banks 

would need extra guidance. The contribution of this paper was to give that in

formation and to tell, what we can learn from other countries. When talking to 

the banks, "outsourcing" would be the key word to use.

The speed of change is picking up speed. It took about 20 years in the United 

States for mortgage brokers to capture over fifty percent market share of loan 

originations. In Britain, the time was about 15 years. Perhaps we are only ten 

years away from the same situation here in Finland. Facts that support this 

hypothesis are the early adoption of internet, rising consciousness about de

veloping own personal wealth and internationalization. Especially the internet 

can be a powerful tool to accelerate development in a coarsely populated 

country like Finland is. Internet operation is cost-effective and fairly easy to 

automate, which further helps this process.

The euro came in the beginning of 1999 with applauds and ceremonies. Poli

ticians were fascinated by the idea of a European home market, and sold this 

idea to the people by telling about future benefits to our economy. One year 

has passed, and European Union is still pretty far from that dream. The 

money markets are practically single only in the interbank level - retail mar

kets are still scattered, even protected. The only way for a change to happen 

is to make it financially reasonable - after that the market laws take care of
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the rest. Actually it has been possible for Finns to take loans from abroad 

since the eighties, but because the procedures are difficult, this has not hap
pened. Pan-European mortgage brokers could solve this problem, deepening 

the integration process of the European Union.

Without the emerging possibilities created by the single currency, it probably 

would not make sense to start a brokerage here in Finland. There are only a 

few lenders (almost all of them are banks, which have large office networks), 
and their internet pages will contain all kinds of ways to arrange your own 

loan. A good mortgage broker can bring new options from European lenders 

to compete with the local offers, and can also offer fast and convenient ser

vice - a thing not so common in the Finnish banks today. This market devel

opment and its consequences would be an interesting subject for future 

studies, after the brokerage institution has emerged. Since the banks are in 

key position here in Finland, it would be especially interesting to see, how the 

banks adapted themselves to the change, and what did it mean for their prof

its. Although this study used American brokers as an example, the Finnish 

brokers would not necessarily have to use the same methods as their Ameri

can exemplars. New kind of ideas could emerge through business inventions 

or academic research.
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Appendix 4. Offer for site-building and web hosting services.

Oy Hostbusters Ltd. 
Aallonmerkki 4 A 12
02320 ESPOO TARJOUS 31.01.2000

KONSERTOINTI, SUUNNITTELU JA TOTEUTUS

Asiakkaan konseptin konsultointi 
Suunnittelu
- käyttöliittymäsuunnittelu
- visuaalinen suunnittelu
- tekninen suunnittelu 
Toteutus
- sitebuilding 
-testaus ja julkaisu 
Projektin hallinta
- projektipalaverit
- dokumentointi

YHTEENSÄ

600,- x 2 1200 FIM

500,- x 2 1000 FIM
500,- x 4 2000 FIM
600,- x 2 1200 FIM

350,- x 8 2800 FIM
350,- x 4 1400 FIM

500,- x 4 2000 FIM
350,- X 4 1400 FIM

13000 FIM

Toimitusaika kaksi (2) viikkoa tilauksen vastaanottamisesta. Hintoihin lisätään alv

WEB-HOTELLIPALVELUT JA SÄHKÖPOSTI

Levytila 50 FIM/KK
- 25MB tilaa www-sivujen säilytykseen.
Sähköposti 50 FIM/KK
- 5 sähköpostia POP-tili,
- mahdollisuus saada 2 aliasta ja 2 edelleenlähetystä/tili
- 2 sähköpostin automaattivastausta.
- Web-pohjainen sähköposti kun olet matkoilla.
Verkkotunnus 50 FIM/KK
- Yrityksesi verkkotunnus vapaavalintainen 

.COM, NET, .ORG, AS, .CC tai .Fl
Oheispalvelut 0 FIM/KK
- Hoidat itse tilisi hallinnon intuitiivisen WEB Control Panelin avulla.
- Tilastotietoja saat itse halutessasi Webistä.
- Ei liikennekustannuksia.
- Ilmainen asiakastuki sähköpostitse ja webissä.

YHTEENSÄ 150 FIM/KK

Laskutusjakso kolme kuukautta. Hintoihin lisätään alv.



Appendix 5. Offer for a major internet advertising campaign

WOW-verkkobrandit Oy TARJOUS 1(4)
Petra Hyvärinen
Pieni Roobertinkatu 1-3 D
00130 Helsinki
petra.hyvarinen@www.fi
puh. (09) 7519 7256 / 040 544 9580 Helsinki, 2.3.2000

Janne Ahonen

WOW-verkkobrandit - VERKKOMAINOSKAMPANJA

Viitaten tiedusteluusi mainonnan hinnoista WOW-verkkobrandeissä tarjoan 
lanseerauskampanjaa WOW-verkkobrandeissä seuraavasti:

Mediatila- ia hintatiedot:

1) WOW!

Mainospaikka: 

Mainosesityskerrat: 

Kampanj a-aika:

Hinta:

Iso mainos entry-sivulla.

200 000

vkot 33 - 36 (14.8. - 10.9.2000) 

120 000 mk + alv. 22%

2) WOW!

Mainospaikka:

Jakelu:

Kampanja-aika:

Hinta:

Viikko kirjepromootio 

24 000 / jakelu 

Kaksi jakelua, vkot 33 sekä 37 

50 000 mk + alv. 22%

3) WOW! 

Mainospaikka:

Mainosesityskerrat:

Kampanja-aika:

Hinta:

Iso mainospainike mainoskarusellissa Finanssi-osiossa 
sivujen ylälaidassa

240 000

vkot 33 - 40 (14.8. - 8.10.2000)

80 000 mk + alv. 22%
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4) WOW!

Mainospaikka: Iso mainospainike mainoskarusellissa Talous-osiossa 
sivujen ylälaidassa

Mainosesityskerrat: 240 000

Kampanja-aika: vkot 33-40 (14.8. - 8.10.2000)

Hinta: 80 000 mk + alv. 22%

5) Duuni.net

Mainospaikka: Viikkokirjepromootio

Jakelu: 19 500 / jakelu

Kampanja-aika: Kaksi jakelua, vkot 33 sekä 37

Hinta: 40 000 mk + alv. 22%

6) Duuni.net

Mainospaikka: Iso mainospainike mainoskarusellissa sivujen ylälaidassa

Maino se si ty skerrat : 75 000

Kampanja-aika: vkot 34 (21. - 27.8.2000), 37 (11. - 17.9.2000) 
sekä 40 (2.-8.10.200)

Hinta: 21 000 mk + alv. 22%

7) www.fi

Mainospaikka: Iso mainospainike mainoskarusellissa etusivulla sekä 
hakuvastaussivujen ylä- sekä alalaidassa

Mainosesityskerrat: 1 200 000

Kampanja-aika: vkot 33 - 34 (14. - 27.8.2000) sekä 37 - 38 
(11. - 24.9.2000)

Hinta: 45 000 mk + alv. 22%

8) www.fi

Mainospaikka: Pieni mainospainike hakuvastaussivuilla

Mainosesityskerrat: 1 200 000

Kampanj a-aika: vkot 35 - 36 (28.8 - 10.9.2000) sekä 39 - 40
25.9. - 8.10.2000)

Hinta: 33 000 mk + alv. 22%
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9) www.fi

Mainospaikka: Dominanssi (iso ja pieni mainospainike sekä palsta) 
linkkihakemiston asuminen-osiossa

Mainosesityskerrat: 80 000

Kampanja-aika: vkot 33 - 36 (14.8. - 10.9.2000)

Hinta: 42 000 mk + alv. 22%

10) www.fi

Mainospaikka: Iso mainospainike linkkihakemiston asuminen-osiossa

Mainosesityskerrat: 80 000

Kampanja-aika: vkot 37 - 40 (11.9. - 8.10.2000)

Hinta: 10 500 mk + alv. 22%

11) Sinkut.net

Mainospaikka: Iso mainospainike mainoskarusellissa sivujen ylälaidassa

Mainosesityskerrat: 320 000

Kampanja-aika: vkot 33-40 (14.8.-8.10.2000)

Hinta: 39 000 mk + alv. 22%

Taatut mainosnävtöt vhteensä: 3 722 000

Myönnän määräalennuksen - 10% koko kampanjan hinnasta.

Kampanjan bruttohinta yhteensä 
Alennukset
Kampanjan nettohinta yhteensä:

560 500 mk
56 050 mk

504 450 mk + alv.22%

Tekniset tiedot:

Pienen mainospaikan koko: 120 x 60 pikseliä, max. 6 kt 
(www.fi)

Ison mainospaikan koko: 468 x 60 pikseliä, max 14 kt 
(WOW!, www.fi,Duuni.net, Sinkut.net)

Palstan koko: 120 x 480 pikseliä, max 18 kt
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(www.fi)

Tiedostomuoto: Aineisto GIF- tai JPEG-muodossa tai vaihtoehtoisesti
URL-osoite, josta mainosbanneri voidaan imuroida. 
Mainos saa loopata max 3 kertaa.

Entry-sivun mainospaikan koko: 

Viikkokirje:

Mainosaineiston toimitus:

220 x 275 pikseliä, max. 18 kt. Ei animaatiota.

Maksimissaan 500 merkkiä, sis. hyperlinkin.

mainos@www.fi kolme (3) arkipäivää ennen kampanjan 
alkua.

Kampanjan laskutus: 

Muut ehdot:

Tarjouksen voimassaolo:

Laskutus kuukausittain.

Tarjoukseen sovelletaan tämän tarjouksen liitteenä olevia 
WOW-verkkobrandien Mediamyynnin yleisiä
toimitusehtoja.

Tarjous on voimassa 14.3.2000 asti.

Allekirjoittanut antaa mielellään lisätietoja tarjouksesta sekä WOW-verkkobrandeistä ja 
internet -mainonnasta yleisesti.

Ystävällisin terveisin, 

W OW-verkkobrandit

Petra Hyvärinen
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